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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is the result of many years of activity in i7No area s 
of music instruction. After gradua. ting from a public school music 
course, the 1vriter became a school music educator. A natural love for 
the music of the church, coupled Yd.th graduate study of the same, as 
well as a long period of service teaching in a system of parochial 
schools only served to increase her interest in the tv-~ fields. This 
study is the culmination of such a dual interest v-rhich, while directed 
to a specific problem in church music education, deals -vdth the general 
problems entailed in developing a childrenls choir. 
I. THE PROBLEM STATED 
The specific problem is that of acquainting the children of an 
evangelical denomination with the great religious music of the Christian 
church. Because Seventh-day Adventists believe in Christian education, 
they have founded a system of educationAl institutions Which offers 
training from the first grade through college. This study is concerned 
with the laying of the foundations of church music education in the ele-
mentary grades of these schools. It is hoped that the attempt to out -
line such a program will prove successful in providing the teacher yfi th 
the materials and methods necessary for building an appreciati on in the 
best church music. 
Since an important purpose of a religious day school is to train 
the students to serve the church in an active way, and since such a 
training is possible through the junior choir, the teacher in charge 
should plan her music teaching with such an end in view • 
The writer is indebted to many junior choir directors and church 
musicians who have inspired her to attempt this program of church music 
education for youth in Seventh-day Adventist schools. It is with the 
greatest respect and appreciation for those devoted men and women that 
. . 
she recalls the inspiration of their lectures and demonstrations which 
first kindled within her a desire to work with children and youth in a 
similar way. She seeks to share that inspiration with others, by inclu-
ding in this paper many of their ideas and methods of training, together 
with materials which they have found successful. 
The inspiration carne from church music institutes, junior choir 
festivals and regu1ar church music classes at Northwestern University, 
Boston University and the School of Sacred Music at Union Theological 
- . 
Seminary. It would be impossible to define in particular the contribu-
tions of each, for over a period of seventeen years, ideas have melted 
into a common pool of helpful suggestions for junior choir work. It is 
. . . 
hoped that this recognition will be sufficient. 
One may note with satisfaction that the contributions of these 
junior choir leaders represent a cross section of the best church music 
. . 
as practiced by many Protestant denomination~·· Among th~m were Baptist~, 
Episcopalians, Co~egationalists, Lutherans, Methodists, _Presbyterians, 
Unitarians and many of her co-worker Adventist associates. One thing 
3 
they shared in common was the desire to develop the spiritu.al lives of 
boys and girls through the ministry of sacred music and reminds us that 
this great heritage belongs to all and transcends varying denominational 
concepts. 
II. ONE POSSIBLE APPROACH TOWARD SOLVING THE PROBLEM 
VJho is qualified to undertake this task of' educating the young in 
church music? Shall it be limited to those schools and churches which 
have trained professional church music leadership? This is the ideal 
solution but there are many schools and churches that can never hope to 
claim such a ministry. Shall the problem be avoided or shall an attempt 
be made to help those who would willingly assist in such a program? 
It is recognized in the field of school music education~ that the 
music specialist alone can never hope to accomplish what is essential in 
that area. Emphasis once again is being placed on the training of the 
class room teacher so that she might be successful in the program of 
music education in her daily classroom. 1Th.y then should not the paro-
chial school teacher be trained to emphasize church music education in a 
similar way? 
One denomination has already recognized the elementary teacher as 
a potential church music educator. The 1li.ssouri Synod of the Lutheran 
. 
Church has proved that such is a practical solution. One of its teacher 
training institutions, Concordia College, River Forest~ Illinois~ has 
established a curriculum that requires of all teachers in training some 
phase of religious music instruction, so that the teacher will serve not 
4 
only in the classroom during the week, but as a leader in music in the 
church itself'. This is in harmony with Luther 1s concept that the 
teacher of the parish school must be able to teach sacred music as well 
as other subject matter. 
By adopting a similar course, Seventh-day Adventists could solve 
much of the problem of sacred music education in their school system as 
well as in the churches themselves. This need is recognized by many de-
nominational leaders and to aid in the establishment of such an educa-
tional program is the .purpose of this study. 
Already outstanding work has been done in this line by a number 
of these church school teachers who transferred their pedagogical artist-
ry into channels of junior choir work and with only small groups of 
children have produced musical results of distinctive merit. It is not 
at all difficult to understand how this has been accomplished since the 
church school teacher is in an ideal position to direct a junior choir. 
- ' 
The children are under her supervision every day. They do not need to 
come for special rehearsals for the choir work is built upon the in-
--. . . 
struction in the regular music period. In addition, the successful 
elementary teacher understands and loves children and is able to main-
. ' ' 
tain discipline. When to these basic qualifications is added a know-
ledge of and love for the music of. the church, the perfect formula for a 
potential leader in church music education is at hand. 
Several outstanding junior choir directors from such church sChools 
have been extremely successf~l, not because they wer~ the most highly 
skilled musicians but because they were able to transmit their musical 
5 
enthusiasm to the boys and girls with whom they worked every day. In all 
instances these teachers molded ordinary children into artistic choral 
groups and the writer contends that it was due to their skill as teachers 
of children in addition to their appreciation for fine church music and 
their natural musical instincts even though none of them were profession-
al church musicians. It is through men and women of this calibre that 
this sacred music education in the parochial school can be realized. 
It would be well to point out that such a program as suggested 
would affect all the children enrolled in such a school. One might feel 
concern lest in attempting to educate all the boys and girls along choral 
lines that qual~ty would be of minor importance and perhaps even disre-
garded entirely. Children can and should be expected to produce music 
that is a worthy offering tO Almighty God and such a desire will demand 
of any choral group a musical_ performance that is as perfectly rendered 
as possible. It need not be a select group in order to present church 
music in an acceptable manner. While it is true that results will not 
be as artistic as a select group of children produce, nevertheless, fine 
results can be expected if the children are properly guided in their 
choral music experience. The writer contends that what happens in the 
lives of these boys and girls is of more importance than anything else, 
but she also maintains that such a program can be artistically satisfying 
in addition. It is this broader view that makes it desirable to encourage 
the musically inclined elementary teacher to organize her pupils into a 
choral group through which this education in church music can be concho~ 
It would be well to offer a word of caution, however, by stating that not 
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all teachers can develop a performing choir but every teacher can find 
some aspect of church music education which she can share with her' silldents. 
Where there are many children enrolled in a school, it may be de-
sirable to have a. select choir, but since more of these day schools are 
small, it is practical to train all the children. Select choirs are 
more difficult to schedule within the school program and are better 
handled by the nmsic specialist. 
The most satisfactory solution, in harmony with the v~iter's ex-
perience, is to teach all of the children all of the nmsic and when nec-
essary, schedule a period outside of school when those who will ac~ 
sing in the service can rehearse. In this way education of all~ child-
ren is accomplished and a choir will result which is larger and better 
trained than if it were conducted entirely outside of school hours. 
The writer was privileged to observe such a plan worked out suc-
cessfully in a South Bend, Indiana high school where a fine choral pro-
gram was carried on. Here all the music classes learned all of the 
choral numbers finally sung by the a cappella choir. Twice a week the 
select singers rehearsed before the morning session. Each member had 
been enrolled in a ~aily music class where the choral materials were 
studied by everyone.. It can not be doubted that the interest in that 
school choir was at a peak because the music program of the school was 
built around it. Many more young people were musically educated than 
would have been the case had that director limited the choral experience 
to what each class was capable of doing by itself, or the learning of 
sacred masterpieces to the a cappella choir alone. A program of music 
1 
education was available to all without penalty to the public performance 
of the perfected organization. 
A similar plan has proved successful in the Cathedral in Denver, 
Colorado. The choir master there uses every boy; the most difficult 
music is sung by a select group while the easier numbers are performed 
by all. 
How then does the ''choir teacher" launch out into this program of 
sacred music education? A survey of the problems involved reveals the 
following necessary abilities and skills: 
1. How to haridle children's voices through all stages of vocal 
development. 
2. How to secure from these voices beauty of tone in all singing. 
3. How to create an effective choral ensemble. 
4. How to choose religious materials that will assure a well 
rounded program of church music education. 
The body of this study is concerned with those successful methods 
and materials which have proved helpful in the development of such a 
junior choir program. 
CHAPTER II 
PHYSIOLOGI1CAL LDUTATIONS ENOOUNTERED IN JUNIOR CHOIR TRAINING 
Before undertaking the training of a choir, it is necessary to 
take a bird•s eye view, as it were, at the problems one encounters. Not 
the least of these is the handling of children's voices through all per-
iods of development and requires a knowledge and understanding of the 
peculiar physiological limitations of the voice at each stage. 
I. THE PRIMARY LEVEL 
Characteristics of ~young child's voice. When the child first 
enters school his speaking voice, if normal, is soft, clear and high in 
pitch. This is in direct contrast to his "playground" voice which is 
"essentially strident, harsh and forced and is the result of necessity 
and excitement. n1 The first task that faces the choir teacher is that of 
securing the same light quality in all of the singing and will be the 
direct result of discovering the 11head" voice of which more detailed ex-
planation will be given under the term registers. Children usually have 
. . 
to be taught how to sing correctly. The "natural" way is one of train-
ing, just as the natural way to hold a pencil must be taught the child 
when he first begins to write. 2 
~ouise Kifer Myers, Teaching Children· Music in ~Elementary 
School (New York: Prentice-I!all, Inc., 1950), p. 31. 
2T. Maskell Rardy, How to Train Children's -Voices (nineteenth 
edition; London: J. Curweii"& SOns, Ltd. n. d. ) , P• 8. 
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How then will the choir teacher know when the children use their 
voices correctly? If the singing is produced easily, showing no evi-
dence of muscular · strain in the face or throat and sounds better in the 
. upper rather than the lower range, the teacher can feel assured that the 
children have learned to sing "naturally" and therefore correctly for 
the child•s voice is always high and thin, never heavy and l ow nor r ough 
~~d harsh unless it is misused.J 
The first objective therefore in guiding primary children in 
their choral experience is the habitual use of the "head voice" in all 
of the singing. This will not always be easy for many children have 
never used their singing voices correctly before entering school. Too 
often they have been allowed to use the heavy coarse quality which is in 
direct opposition to the ideal. 
Remedial ~!£E. "conversational singers". At this level the 
choir teacher will need to give much individual help to those children 
lmo have difficulty in finding the "head _ voice", and who use, instead, a 
"conver sational tone" when trying to sing. Daily attention to this prab-
·-lem brings results that are very gratifying and of much encouragement to 
teacher and child alike. Most children at this age recognize when their 
singing is different from the others and are very anxious to cooperate 
and become "singers" in the group. Particularly inspiring to children 
of this age is the goal of choir membership and proper handling at this 
level ~~11 assure capable singers not only for a primary choir but even-
'FrancesE; Howard, The -Child Voice in Singing (New and revised 
edition; New York:: H. w. Gray, 1923), P• 22. 
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tually for the junior choir as well. Thus the importance of laying the 
foundation even in the primary grades so that the intermediate juni or 
choir will be supplied with sing~rs whose vocal habits are correc~ly 
established. 
It is hardly within the limits of this 'the.sis t o give detailed in-
struction on curing the "monotone" or 11 conversational singer" as every 
' 
elementary methods book in school music has many pertinent and helpful 
suggestions that really work when used. One needs only to try them for 
results which are often miraculous. 
The primar-.f choir. As soon as the head voice in singing has be-
come habitual, and remedial work for the so called "monotones" brought 
some measure of success, the choir teacher may then turn her attention to 
the molding of these children into a beginning choral group. This will 
inspire them to greater effort and assure musical growth. At the 'begin-
ning, and for the most .part, all of the numbers appropriate for public 
. ,. . . 
presentation will be taught and learned by rote. The reason for this is 
quite obvious. Though the children begin to use the eye in learning to 
read music at this early level, that which they are capable of reading 
would hardly be of sufficient worth to warrant its use publicly. The 
value derived from rote singing is or· great importance, also, in training 
the ear and, therefore, is musically valuable and educationally sound. 
If a song is chosen that lies wi thin the staff, and in addition 
stresses its upper tones, it will be appropriate for use with the primar,y 
choir. When in addition, the teacher successfully fuses these voices in-
to a pure unison, the results will be musically satisfactory providing 
11 
the song itself is one of beauty and simplicity. Because children's 
voices are so very pliant, this blending of qualities will be easily se-
cured, and with proper guidance they will soon know "how" to sing as 
members of a "choir"• 
II. THE INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 
Vocal characterist.ics of intermediate grade children. The 4th, 
5th and 6th grade levels or the intermediate grades, offer the greatest 
possibility for a rich choral experience. It is then that children pro-
duce the most satisfactory music '~th the least vocal handicaps. At this 
age their voices . are full~r and J.lave a greater range than those o~ the 
primary children. Their head . tones possess greater beauty and "many · 
people ' feel that th~ sing;tng of children of this age : is the most beauti-
ful of all singingn)-1. 
The voice at this ~ge is far stronger and is capable of more sus-
tained effort than dU+ing the primary years' and for the year or two 
preceding the break of voice~ the brilliance and power of boy's 
voices, especially in the higher tones, is often .·pheuomenal and in 
all cases is far superior to that of previous years.~ 
Howard's treatise on The Child Voice in Singing, is still the un-
question~d authority .in that field, and the choir teacher needs to read 
it often. Here will be found, in a language she can understand, an excel-
lent presentation of all of the physiological phenomena entailed in the 
handling of children's voices at all stages of development, and since the 
voice is the most delicate of instruments, it needs to be handled by one 
who understands its peculiarities. In the words of Howard himself, "The 
4M:yers, ~· ~., P• .32. 5Howard, op. ~., P• 22. 
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child voice is a delicate instrument and ought not to be played upon by 
every blacksmith."6 
Difference in structure from the adult. Since the voices of boys 
and girls prior to the age of puberty are alike, they are handled in the 
same manner. The vocal organs do differ, however, fro a those of the adult 
in structure, strength and general character.7 Frances Wright says: 
Children are not adults in miniature, either physiologically or 
psychologically and especially in regard to the child voice and chil-
dren's singing. Although the tone re~embles a woman's untrained 
voice, the two have little in common. 
. . 
In training the voice, an adult consciously endeavors to enrich 
its quality by developing the overtones. How distinctive and individual-
istic the voice becomes will be in direct proportion to the number of 
overtones developed. The child voice is almost completely devoid of . 
' . . 
these overtones and any attempt to develop them will surely ruin it.9 
Therefore the child voice should be preserved rather than cultivated. 
Vocal registers to be considered. It is necessary to recognize 
only two registers when dealing with children's voices. They are the 
thick or chest register and the thin or head register.l0 The following 
illustration according to Hardy shows the range of these registers as 
ordinarily encountered. 
1 Ibid.' p. 8. 
- ·· 8rrances Wright, Elementary Music Education (revised edition; New 
York: Carl Fischer, Inc., 1941), P• 27. 
10Howard, ££• cit., p. 27. 
DIAGRAM SHOWING THE COMP.t~SS OF EAffi REGISTm.ll 
THICX REGISTER 
Lower 
THD REGISTER 
Lower 
·. 
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Use of ~ thin register ~ head voice. Up to the age of puberty 
the child should use the thin register only for singing because it is 
safe, musical and true. The use of the thick or chest register is dan-
gerous because it is almost impossible to confine it within pr-oper 
limits.12 There can really be no doubt that the use of ~e chest or 
thick voice upon the high tones is injurious to a child of any age.l3 
! helpful device for compelling~~£!:~~ register. The 
syllable LOO is very effective for use with beginning choirs: as it prac-
tically compels the singers to employ the thin register. 
For "just as a muzzle prevents a savage dog from biting, so does 
the use of 00 prevent a too energetic singer from forcing the thick 
register upwards since it is almost impossible for a child to pro-
duce its voice in that register when singing upon the vowel 00." 
But nas soon as the use of the thin register and the forward pro-
duction of tone have beco:roo habitual, the muzzle should be discarded 
in favor of OH and UH upon which vowels a ~h rounder and more 
beautiful quality of tone can be obtained." 
11aardy, ~· cit. , P• 19. 
13 . Ib~d., P• 40. 
12Howard, £E• cit., p. 28. 
~ardy, op. cit., P• 43. 
It is proper then to use 00 or I.DO "When beginning choral training, 
but it should be discarded as soon as possible, using instead the eyl-
lables LOH, LUH and finally L.A.H. 
Too much importance cannot be attached. to the correct use of the 
thin register in children's singing. This is the one foundation up-
on which really all good and tuneful singing must be built up; he 
who attempts to obtain good voice production, without first making 
this foundation secure, will ~uickly discover that, like the fo~~ish 
man in the Scriptures, he has built his house but on the sands. 
Capitalizing ~ the natural interests of children in intermediate 
grades. At this age, children are psychologically anxious to learn and 
can easily be challenged and inspired. They do not need to be handled 
with "kid gloves" as may be necessary during puberty. These children 
like to feel that they are accomplishing something. Things do not bore 
them easily nor are they often too difficult because as yet they are not 
lazy as they are apt to become during adolescence. Drill work of all 
kinds is "fun" to them and a valuable approach in building a choral or.:.. 
ganization. They will not want to be limited to rote singing because of 
the:ir interest in mastering the musical score, but rote singing will 
never be entirely abolished at any level, because many musical contribu-
tions will be too difficult to master by reading alone. So new materials 
will be learned through a combination of the eye and the ear. 
Adventures into harmony. It is during these years that harzoony is 
explored and the choir develops the ability to sing in parts. From every 
angle these are the golden years for the junior choir. 
15Ibid.' p. 28. 
III. THE JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL 
Changing voice ! problem :in all junior choirs. This desirable 
state is upset frequently by the forbidding spectre of the changing voice 
vb ich is sure to invade the choral group from time to time. If the choir 
consists only of children up to and through the sixth grade., this prob-
lem will not be so severe. But in the parochial school where children 
are classed as elementary rather than junior high school students , most 
of them in the 7th and 8th grades or junior high school level will con-
tinue to sing in the organization. Thus, the changing voice becomes a 
real problem to the director and an understanding of the physical changes 
taking place i..c; of great importance, particularly those affecting the voice. 
Physical changes which demand attention. "By the time a child is 
six years of age, the larynx or voice box has grown very rapidly. 
Growth then ceases and nothing of any great importance happens until the 
time of puberty.nl6 During these early years it is necessary to guard 
these voices very carefully. The teacher must be on the aler t for ~ 
signs of physical development which would indicate a change in the growth 
of the vocal organs of both boys and girls as they approach the age of 
puberty. The writer has found some simple suggestions very helpful in 
determining changes of this kind, particularly in regard to the boys. 
They have been equally helpful in detecting the "fake basses" that fre-
quently make their appearance in any junior choral group by lads who 
16Howard, op. cit., P• 19 .. 
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aspire to become "men" ahead of time. Even the boys themselves see how 
easily the director can detect their little sham. 
It is only necessary to explain a little of the peculiar changes 
which take place in the lar.ynx in order to secure the cooperation of 
these singers. Tell them how this growing voice box alter s the pitch 
and character of their voices by doubling the length of the vocal bands, 
and the size of the larynx and as a result, the voice drops an octave.17 
This drop in pitch is due to the longer vocal bands 111'hich produce lower 
tones just as the longest strings on the piano produce the deepest tones. 
J..s this change begins, the boy will show evidence of growth in the en-
larging of his "Adam• s apple" and a change in the shape of his neck. Be-
fore mutation begins, his neck will slope inward on each side in this 
way [ but during the time that his voice changes, his neck will thicken 
and straighten, the sides becoming straight up and down like this ) I • 
Warn them that to hurry this change will only cause injury to the sen-
sitive voice box and may even ruin it. Usually this will enlist cooper-
ation and if not, the fact that any "fake" is easily detected by a mere 
glance at the physical shape of the neck will usually be sufficient to 
curb such tendencies. 
Sympathetic understanding of adolescent boy necessary~ Because 
the boy's voice may act peculiarly and put on many embarassing antics 
over which he has no control, the director must deal with him very sym-
pathetically and with great understanding. 
17 Ib"d ~·J P• 23. 
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The reason assigned for the peculiar antics of the boy's voice 
during the break is the unequal rapidity in the growth and develop-
ment of the cartilages and of the muscles on the larynx.l8 
'~ile this change is taking place, the controlling muscles 
should gradually grow in strength to compensate for the added strain. 
Sometimes, howeve·r, these muscles seem to tir~ and lose control" and the 
boy seems to lose control of his voice also.l9 
The girl's changing voice. Not only does the boy's voice undergo 
a great change but the girl's voice likewise changes though not to such 
a degree. Many people are not acquainted with that fact and as a result 
put the girl's voice to some abuse.2° The female larynx changes in 
height rather than depth or width as in the male larynx.2l The actual 
pitch change is slight but the voice becomes richer and more powerful. 
Because the change is so gradual, girls can usually sing throughout this 
period without knowing that anything is happening.22 
The choir teacher must be alert to any of these vocal changes and 
should handle these voices very carefully. The ideal of sweetness, ease 
and beauty of tone must constantly be held before them.23 
18Jbid. l9Myers, ~· cit., PP• 32, 33. 
20osbourne McConathy, W. Otto Miessner, Edward Bailey Birge, Mabel 
E. Bray, Music in Rural Education (New York: Silver Burdett Company, 
1937), P• 83. --
21Howard, ~· cit., p .. 23. 
22Karl Gehrkens, Music in the Junior High School, (Boston: c .. c. 
Birchard and Company, 1947), p-;-r;;;-
23McConathy, Miessner, l lir.gE! .; _, Bray, ~· ~., P• 84. 
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To what extent then does the changing voice affect the junior 
choir? It is recognized that the junior choir is at its very best dur-
ing the years ten to twelve. Later, many of the boys vocal organs may 
be so irritated due to the change, that it is almost impossible for them 
to blend their tones successfully. The choir director should use these 
boys as long as they blend with the group. She must frequently test 
their voices and reassign them t9 lower parts. In the case of the boy, 
coax his voice down by assigning him to a lower part before the voice 
breaks. As long as he can sing a treble part he should be retained in 
the choir, but under no circ;mmstances should }le be allowed to sing in 
public if he cannot do this. Nothing is _ so - ~sica~l:( unsatisfying as 
the singing of boys on a treble part ~ octave lowe~. 
The whole problem of being able to use the changing voice_ by as- · 
signing parts which fit ~tslimi~ed_ r~?~~ a~ ~~~13 p~J:'i~~ is solved if 
the singer can read music and sin,g ~ p~~t _in~~~endent~!~ - ~f, however, 
children have sung only in unis~n ~d P:r:'~rily b:y- J:'Ote, the choir 
director will be_helpless in handli~~ t~e ch~g~g ~oice. 
But, since this study_ .is concerne_~ _ tv?-th th_e ~ pr?~le~s of the treble 
choir and ~ts ~evelopment,_ meth()ds . and materials appropriate to the 
ttnchanged voice will be emphasized. 
CHAPTER III 
LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS FOR JUNIOR CHOIR ORGANIZATION 
The foundation for all junior choir work must be built on beauti-
ful tone for "only beautiful tone quality can reveal the soul of music"•l 
The establishment of this tone is influenced by many factors, the most 
important of which is the vocal technique of the individual singers. Of 
the remaining influences, not the least is the mental attitude of the 
singers themselves. 
"Beautiful tone is produced by the singer's inental approach 
rather than by artificial device. The Master Craftsman has given to 
every one the most beautiful and most perfect of instrUments, one 
that cannot be reproduced·by the greatest violin maker. The singer 
must think .beautiful tone, having a sense of satisfaction and happi -
ness, and a will to produce and the mind will assist Nature in 
bringing about pleasing tone.2 
Joy and happiness then is essential to effective singing. The 
suggestion that they smile when doing so is good advice and helps child-
ren establish the proper attitude. It is important, too, that the sing-
ers develop poise and a sense of peace and quiet within is essential to 
its production. 
The voice as a musical instrument. Before concentrating on other 
factors which influence the securing of a beautiful choral tone, the 
children ought to understand a bit about the .instrument which produces 
1McConathy, Miessner, Birge and Bray, ~· ~., p. 77. 
2Paul Wukasch, "Methods in :COnducting Junior Choirs", The Aeolian 
Harmonium, II-No. 6, (September-october, 1941), p. 3. 
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it. This need not be too detailed but simply a description of the parts 
involved. These consist of the lungs which supply the breath that plays 
upon the vocal cords stretched across the larynx and which we call the 
voice box. The tone is actually made in this voice box and in its ini-
tial stage is small and weak but as it passes through the resonant cavi-
ties, it is amplified in power and volume and comes forth in a clear 
ringing tone. The resonant chambers consist of the cavities of the 
chest, top of the throat or pharynx, mouth, nasal cavities and teeth. 
Since the motor power of the voice is its breath, it will be easi-
ly understood that the skillful management of that power is the 
principal factor upon which depends a natural and proper production 
of the voice.3 
Natural breathing ~ correct breathing. The correct manner of 
breathing must be instilled in the child from the very beginning. Again 
a "natural method" must be taught. Have the children observe a baby to 
see how its natural breathing is from the abdomen. 
The criterion of correct inspiration · (breathing in) is an increase 
of the size of the abdomen and of the lower part of the chest.. Vfuo-
ever draws in the abdomen and raises the . upper4part of the chest in 
the act of filling his lungs breathes wrongly. 
The teacher then should aim at this natural breathing which will 
result in a chest which is high and well expanded. ~ben the child in-
spires the lower ribs will be expanded and the diaphragm contracted. 
The collar bone will not be raised. As he expires, the breath will be 
emitted in a steady and carefully restrained stream. 
4Howard, ~· ~., p. 83. 
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Most children are car conscious these days, so a comparison of 
the breath with the gas which feeds the motor of a car will register an 
association of ideas which is helpful. Liken the emitting of air to 
stepping on the gas; it must be gentle and steady else the motor will 
jerk and die down. 
A few exercises to develop correct habitsof breathing are to be 
found in Appendix D. When it seems necessary. to use exercises of this 
nature, the choir teacher should insist that the breathing be deep, that 
it be emitted slowly and steadily, and that the breath be replenished 
before being completely exhausted so that there is no sign of pushing, 
straining or gasping. Tt is necessary also, that the child listens when 
singing to make certain that his voice is smooth and steady at all times. 
Posture ~ ~ ~ to proper breathing. Since we sing "on the 
breath" and cannot produce tones without it, the assumption is that 
"good breathing is the very foundation of good singingtt.5 We are told, 
too, that "good posture is the straightest road to good breathing"6 so 
children should be made posture conscious until it becomes a habit. 
Parks Grant in his text Music for Elementary Teachers gives the follow-
_ ... ____ - ----~ ----
ing suggestions for proper posture.· They are as follows: 
If Seated 
1. The body should be erect but not relaxed. Avoid leaning forv1ard. 
5Karl Wilson, Gehrkens, Music in the Junior High School (Boston: 
c. c. Birchard and Company, 5th impression 1947), p-;--54.- -
6 . Ib~d. 
2. The child•s back should not rest or lean on the baCk of the seat. 
3. The head should not be held too high or too low. 
4. Both feet should be flat on the floor, not dangling. 
5. The chest should not be sunken in, but neither should i t be too 
high. 
If Standing_ 
1. The body should be erect but relaxed. Do not lean backward. 
2. The child should · stand squarely on both feet, one foot perhaps 
slightly forward. 
3. The head should not be held too high or too low. 
4. The hands should be down at the side, or loosely clasped. 7 
With correct breathing and good posture established, attention to 
resonance and voice placement are next in importance. 
Resonar1ce necessary for vi tal singing. 
To secure resonance in the voice, it is well to help the child en-
vision his vocal instrument and how it functions. He will be inter-
ested to know that "the body contains three resonance chambers, 'Which 
when open and unrestricted allow the tonal waves to vibrate. These 
are; the nose which gives brilliance and ring to the tone; the mouth 
and throat which give clarity; and the chest i'ih ich gives depth. 
Illustrations of how tonal chambers function in various instru-
ments, such as the violin, help the singer to visualize the action 
of these resonance chambers. Have too children listen to the differ-
ence in their own tone lilen they produce it with a slumping position 
in contrast with a vital, upright position which frees the lungs. 
Have the group say ".Ah" together in the same tone of happy satis-
faction they would feel after landing a fine fish and then have them 
sing a tone in the same manner. Encourage them to open their mouths 
to let the tone escape. Tell them that the lips are curtains that 
will keep the mouth from looking badly. 
1parks Gr~t, Music for Elementary Teachers (New York: Appelton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1951)-;-p. 96. 
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Nasal resonance is obtained from the hum; from it we obtain our 
finest tonal concept. To illustrate how much the nose is used in 
singing, let them hum, then - ~inch the nostrils together with the 
fingers; the tone will stop. 
To secure good nasal resonance, use exercises on syllables begin-
i' ~ 1 1' l1r V ;I II II ,t /f It ., 
ning with the vowels o as in not, aw as in gnaw and oh as in flow. 
Placement of tone. 
~-------·· 
Have the children strike the tones boldly and 
. . 
direct them toward the forehead just above the nose. This will place 
the tone so that a rich resonance will be developed. Help the children 
to project the tone by using every device possible in focusing it well 
forward in the mouth. Suggest that they 11 send the tone to the windown 
or "balcony" or any spot that is high and will give the children some-
thing at which to aim. Do not allow the tone to spread but keep it 
round. Use a flashlight to throw a round beam of light on the wall and 
suggest that they shape their tones in the same way. 
Good and ~ tone described. Correct breathing, good resonance 
and placement of tone th~n, are important t~ch~ical factors in singing 
with a beautiful quality. T. Maskell Hardy, an English authority on the 
training of children's voices, summarizes the differences between the 
two qualities. 
Good tone is clear; mellow; sweet ail.d agreeable; produced well 
forward in the mouth; easily sustained; helpfUl to singing "iri tune; 
resonant · and voluinmous. Bad tone is · "breathy" or · "wooly";; nasal, 
strident, and harsh; coarse, shouting, and raucous; gUttural or 
"throaty"; produced with e9fort;- a cause of ttflat" singing;: thin and 
reedy or dull and muffled. 
' 
~ukasch, loc. cit. 9Hardy, op, ~., P• 5. 
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The choir teacher may effectively illustrate the difference be-
tween a good and bad tone, first with her own voice and then with theirs. 
~ legitimate ~ ~· One criteria of a correct tone will be 
the habitual soft light singing which will preserve the simplicity of 
the child's voice .and encourage its floating and flutelike quality.10 
When speaking to the children it is better to use the word light rather 
than soft, as the latter terminology might tend to cause them to stifle 
their voices. 
The following passage by Frank A. Beach is valuable for any 
choral group. Dykema and Gehrkens quote it in their text High School 
Music but it has been found extremely helpful for training children's 
choral organizations as well. 
By a legitimate soft tone we mean a light, floating tone that is 
truly vibrant, and so ·supported on the breath that it may be sus~ · 
tained without wavering in pitch; a tone that is piano or pianissimo 
in dynamic intensity, and so freely .produced that it may be in-
creased without a change in quality. This is, of course, a perfect 
tone; but such a tone must be the ideal of the conductor who would 
achieve beautifUl and vital effects in choral singing. This ideal 
of tone is essential because: 
1. The full resonant vocal tone, which · is rightly produced, and 
is adequate to the demands of choral music, can be none other than 
the soft tone increased in resonance and power. This conforms to 
the laws of the natural world;. all of the characteristics of the 
plant are found in the seed. 
~ben a tone that is sung pianissimo and sustained is listened to 
critically, its various characteristics- timbre, vowel color, and 
intonation- are audible with. unusual distinctness to director and 
singers alike. It is as though the outer layers of volume were re-
moved, and the core of the tone itself revealed. 
10Elizabeth Jane Anderson, The Junior Choir, Bulletin · No. XII in ' 
the Church and Choral ·!msic .Series;-TNorthwestern University, Vol. XIII, 
Number 31, June 4, 194.5), P• 9. 
2. The soft tone, produced as it must be on a finely balanced 
breath, encourages freedom from strain and tension. 
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3. The ideal soft tone affords an effective means for developing 
that most important characteristic- accurate intonation. 
4. The soft tone makes defects in vowel color and enunciation 
read~ly apparent. 
5. Its use affords a safe procedure in the development of upper 
tones. 
6. It makes for a uniform type of production throughout the dy-
namic range of the singing voice.11 
The entire question ~f soft light si~~ing will be challenged by 
some uninformed individuals, such as one who, at the conclusion of a ver,y 
satisfactory rendition by a junior choir, asked with all gusto, "Is that 
all the noise you can get out of a group of children that size?" At 
such a time one must be very sure that his concept of tone quality is 
safe, musical and based on sound vocal technique. 
Soft light singing the result of using the head voice. This soft 
light singing will be the direct result of using the thin head register 
or voice as clarified in Chapter II. When the children have "caught" 
the head voice, the choir teacher ~st know how to develop this same 
quality throughout his entire range. The heavy coarse chest register 
must be so blended that there is no recognizable break dividing the two 
registers. Such, of course, is the ideal singing voice. 
One may accomplish this blending of qualities by extending the 
head quality do;nw1ard. Strengthen the upper register by exercising the 
1~ank A. Beach, . "The Legitimate Soft Tone in Choral Singing", 
~ Yearbook ~ 1932, PP• 110-113. 
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upper part of the voice. Patient training will secure a clear resonant 
ringing voice on the high notes, and a soft mellow quality on the low. 
Thus the voices vdll be equalized from top to bottom and the children 
vdll be able to sing without straining. 
As all singing should be beautiful, the aim ::;hould be to a t tain 
this beauty through natural freedom, which alone will give the pure 
true lyric quality. Any forcing of forte effects should be avoided. 
The best way to secure volume is through numbers. The natural voice 
of the average child is not loud, nor is there any beauty in loudness 
of tone tmless it is free, unstrained. The child voice should be 
like the child nature and emotions, undeveloped to any depth~ Light-
ness marks his feelings; lightly happy, lightly sorrovv.ful. All else 
sho~d be deferred until physical and emotional developme~t is great-
er. 
Range and pitch affect tone quality. The range and pitch of a song 
influence tone quality to a very great degree. In unchanged voices the 
best tones lie on the upper half of the staff. · If songs are chosen that 
emphasize the high tones, the use of the head voice is practically cer-
tain. In regular school music textbooks; this factor receives careful 
consideration and the teacher needs only to use the materials designated 
for the particular level with Ydlich she is working to assure correct 
singing. In church music materials, tmfortunately this is not always the 
case. Too often collections of religious materials made available for 
children are compiled ;vithout proper consideration for the desirable 
voice range. One collection recently scanned by the YJriter revealed t'~ro 
thirds of the songs pitched too low for the voices of the group involved. 
12taura Bryant, "Singing during Pre-Adolescence", Music Supervi-
sor's Journal, XVI-No. 4, (March, 1930), P• 45. 
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Many of them began so low that the child naturally sang in his low reg-
ist er with a resulting loss of beauty in tone quality throughout the 
entire song, for the quality established at the beginning usually per-
meates the entire selection. 
A little incident from the writer's personal experience as a 
school music educator might not be amiss in this connection. A young 
lad about the age of nine, returned to the homeland with his missionary 
parents from the interior of Africa. This lad was bright and doing 
sixth grade work, far beyond his age level, even though he had been 
tutored by his mother on the mission station. He tried to sing but 
could use only his conversational voice ~en attempting to do so. The 
writer was told that he could not sing, and being extremely busy with 
- - . 
her teaching schedule, did not explore the situation further. One day 
in conversation with the mother, she discovered that the boy grieved 
deepl y because he couldn't sing.. Aft7r promising to v10rk with him pri-
vately, the writer proceeded to do so. At the conclusion of ten minutes 
of individual help, that lad sang his first song with his correct sing-
ing voice. True, it was only an eight measure song and on a first grade 
. . . 
level, but how happy he was to discover that he could sing and sweetly 
at that. This was accomplished quickly by pitching a song so high that 
he could sing it in no way other than by using his head voice. The 
question of pitch cannot be overestimated. Another personal experience 
only reinforces the point at hand. 
A special school program was being prepared and one number was giv-
ing considerable trouble. The song was attractive and taken from a re-
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liable collection of children's songs, but somehow the key in which it 
was written was not right for this particular group. After repeated 
efforts to correct the flatting, the director finally realized that the 
song lay too low and that raising the pitch would correct this difficult,r. 
Immediately the tone quality brightened and the pitch became true. Flat-
ting was no longer experienced. Needless to say from that time on the 
writer has never been hesitant to raise songs frequently 'vhen doing so 
enhanced the quality of the children's voices. Frances Wright speaks 
thus: "giving it (a song) more "pep" or more enthusiasm always produces 
less effect than does a change of pitchn.13 
Correct range clarified. We may be sure that a song's range is 
correct when it permits the children to sing easily and lightly without 
forcing their tones.l4 The occasional high or low tones are not to be 
feared as long as they are not consistently and persistently too high and 
too low, thus causing strain and forced singing.15 A good rule to follow 
in determining the proper range of a song is whether or not it lies wvith-
. . . 
in the staff for the most part. This advice is to be considered as 
appropriate wvhen dealing with the unison song. When singing in parts, 
range becomes then more complex and must be considered in light of the 
. . 
quality of voice and its physical develo~ment in light of its maturity. 
For the present we are_ dealing ~th the ~~changed voice as it is found 
in the average elementary grades. 
13 . Wrig~t, ££• ~., p. 33. 14Myers, ££• ~., P• 35 
l5Ibid., p. 3?. 
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Tempo ~ important influence ££ good tone quality. Another factor 
in the development of bea~tiful singing which needs some consideration 
is that of the tempo used. This particular item is generally considered 
as one more involved with interpretation and mood than ~~th tone quality. 
F~erience has proved that tempo is of sufficient importance to warrant 
its consideration at this point. With the mature and experienced singer, 
it is unnecessary to include tempo as a factor but in the handling of 
children's voices, tempo is very important in its influence on tone 
quality.. The tendency with children is to sing loudly and harshly when 
the tempo is slow thus if one errs in the proper tempo, it is better to 
err on the side of singing a number a shade too fast rather than too 
slow. It is not to be assumed that all numbers be sung rapidly, but when 
it is evident that the children are singing heavily, speeding up the 
tempo will automatically cause them to sing more lightly. One must 
watch out, though, lest this rapid tempo give license . to choppy singing. 
Good tone will be the result of smooth legato singing. It is t he sus-
tained t ones that create beautiful singing. 
Words affect tone quality. Producing a beautiful tone would be 
fairly simple were not the singer expected to do so while making clear a 
text. It is the addition of words that creates many problems in achiev-
'ing the goal under discussion. So the problem of diction is one that 
faces every singer and the degree vdth which he solve·s this problem de-
termines the final success of his singing. The problem of clarifying a 
text is concerned with distinct diction without destroying the beauty 
of a good tone. 
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Diction. The question of good English diction is treated by Made-
laine Marshall in her book, The Singer's Manual of English Diction, as 
problems of clarity, accuracy, ease, uniformity and expressiveness. In 
this thorough treatise will be found the solution to each of these prob-
lems. The serious choir director can ill. afford to be without access to 
its clear, simple and practical instructions. It may not be amiss, how-
ever, to devote some pages to a discussion of these problems as others 
see it. 
We may identify clarity and ease with the problem of good enunci-
ation while uniformity and accuraqy might ~ell describe the aspects of 
correct pronunciation. Expressiveness might be included as a part of 
song interpretation which is discussed in a later chapter. The problems 
of pronunciation and enunciation are basic to all good singing and must 
be the concern of eve~ individual who is responsible for even the most · 
elementary instruction in singing. In fact, we may say that it is a prob-
lem which must be met in several activities of the school program. It is 
of particular importance, however, in the music period because tone qual-
· . ~ 
ity can change completely with every change in pronunciation and the ef-
fectiveness of a song depends on the enunciation of the children as they 
sing. 
The music period with its constant attention to rhythm, tone, sha-
ding, and expression offers an excellent opportunity for stressing the 
niceties of speech and of giving children a pleasure in pronouncing 
with exaggerated care. They should develop pride in pronouncing in 
English in its finest manner.l6 
16rtannah Matthews Cundiff and Peter w. Dykema, School Music Hand-
book (Boston: C. c. Birchard and Co., 1923), P• 82 
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This foundation must be laid in the primary grades and developed 
throughout the entire music program of the school or junior choir. Vfuen 
introducing a song to the children, the text should be read and a uniform 
and correct pronunciation established at the very beginning. 
There are often so many varieties in the pronunciation of even 
common words that a group of singers needs to approach consciously 
the problem of establishing in their singing both a uniform and a 
beautiful pronunciation.l7 
Good pronunciation. The first step in the acquiring of good pro-
nunciation is the adopting of a pure English entirely free from local and 
provincial habits peculiar to each section of the country. There is one 
English pronunciation which is correct and it is the duty of the choir 
teacher to see that it is used in all singing. Adherence to this princi-
ple will clear the singing of carelessness in the pronunciation of such 
words as 11 childrun11 instead of "children", ''anguls" rather them "angels", 
"triumphunt11 instead of "triumphant" to mention but a few. 
Phonics. The foundation for good pronunciation is laid in the 
"study and practice of phonics" which according to Howard, 
••• is of the highest practical importance in singing as well as in 
reading and speaking. As consonant sounds cannot be sung, they are 
best taught in spoken language. The application of the knowledge and 
skill thus gained is readily applied to the pronunciation of words in 
singing. If the vowel-elements have been carefully practiced in vocal-
ises, there vdll be little effort requir~d to secure the correct for-
mation of all the vowel sounds of words. 8 
Since these words were written the question of phonetic training 
in the primary grades has become a controversial subject, but it is gen-
l? Gehrkens, High School Music, p. 82. 1~oward, op. cit., p. 110. 
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erally conceded that it is of great value on the intermediate leve the 
grades in which the junior choir is most active. Here, again, the ele-
mentary teacher has a distinct advantage over the average choir director 
in that she understands how to use phonetics in the teaching of reading 
and speaking. These same techniques can be carried over into the train-
ing of the choir. Every possible correlation of subject matter is a great 
time saver and here a ve~J definite tie up between English, reading and 
singing may be affected. The study of phonics then is one very practical 
method of building habits of good diction. 
But even with the mastery of phonics, habits of diction as applied 
to singing present additional problems. When speaking, children are not 
often conscious of tone quality but when singing, beauty of tone needs to 
be constantly stressed. Thus the need to modify certain pronunciations 
so that words will not only be correct and clear but that they will also 
sound well when sung. 
Some of these sounds which do not 11 sing well" and which therefore 
must be slightly modified are suggested in Music for Elementary Teachers 
by Parks Grant. They include: 
"a" as in 11 cat11 • Give it just a touch of the sound of nan as in 
11father 11--in other words, the sound it ought to have in the word "grass" 
when that word is correctly pronounced. 
"i" as in "ice". Give it a diphthong effect, "ah-ee", especially 
if held long. 
111 11 • Avoid a deep throaty sound; keep it toward the tip of the 
tongue. 
now" and "outt as i...11 "ho"'l"r" and "house". Give it a diphthong effect, 
"ah-oo"; avoid the "aow11 effect. 
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"r". Avoid the ner" sound of "r" as in girl. .Soften the 111r 11 ; say 
it the way a Southerner or New Englander would say it. 
"u" as in "but". Give it a touch of the ttah" sound.19 
Good enunciation. Children must understand the part which the vow-
els and consonants play in the production of beautiful pronunciation and 
clear enunciation. If they have had instruction in phonics this is a com-
paratively simple matter, for the study of phonics is based upon the prop-
er sounding of each. It is not difficult to adapt these principles of 
diction to singing. Gehrkens suggests the following approach: 
Choose music the text of which contains many good singing vowels 
on sustained notes.----It often helps to have the pupils say the 1vords 
slow~, thoughtfully--prolonging the vowels smoothly. Above all, t he 
teacher must be exacting in his insistence that the tone be made on ~he 
vowel unless the character of the music demands a "clipped" edition. 0 
Thus the ba.sis for singing is to sing on the vowel for it is the 
vowel which carries the vocal sound. But voweling alone will not ensure 
clear enunciation even though it will ensure good tone. 'Clarity will be 
determined by the proper articulation of all the consonants because it is 
they which shape the tone, focus and project the voice, enhance its volume 
and supply the carrying power. 21 
One must, however, learn to sing consonants well in order to have 
good enunciation and diction. So often the final "t" of words such as 
"light" and "night" is omitted altogether. Final "d's" are also of-
ten dropped in words like "andn. There is a tendency also to slight 
"m's" and "n's" as well as a fad-in s~~ quarters--to overdo them. 
All this should be watched constantly. . 
19arant, op. cit., p. 98. 
21M;yers, op. ~., p. 43. 
20Gehrkens, High School lfusic, p. 92. 
22Gehrkens, Ibid. 
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Make use of the excellent carrying qualities of the consonants 
"m" and "nn and thus encourage resonance in singing but never overdo it. 
Distortion of "m's" and "n's", neglect of final "d's" and "t's" and the 
unrefined articulation of nrrsn and "ei's" all require special attention. 
The following illustration is one which children can readily grasp 
and helps to show the relative importance of vowels and consonants in all 
singing. They no doubt have enjoyed throwing pebbles or stones into a 
quiet lake or flo1·ring stream. Liken the continuity of vowel tones to the 
continuous now of water, and the interruption of the flovr of tone by the 
articulation of consonants to the tipples caused by the pebbles thrown in-
to the stream. Remind them that vocal tone is always continuous and that 
when it is interrupted by a consonant it will be rapid and very distinct 
else the words vdll not be understood. 
One boy choir director23 suggests the following sentences as being 
very valuable in the attaining of clear enunciation in singing. He sug-
gests tha t they speak and then sing on one tone the following lines: 
On yonder plain the palm trees fall, 
That once so fair did greet the eye. 
The ocean bed with pearls was strewn. 
This isle is now a fit abode. 
Upon the sod so cool I lie; 
Now sip the cup ¥vi th rapturous joy. 
Anon I guide my lingering feet, 
To pastures new, full joys to greet. 
23Henry overly, Visiting Professor on Boy Choir Training, North-
western University, July 1938. 
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Another effective device is to sing the words of a song on one 
pitch to secure a smooth tone and to maintain the same good tone quality 
when singing different vowels and consonants. 
Other exercises may be created by the teacher but throughout their 
use she should insist that the words be sung distinctly with flexible lips 
and tongue and open mouth. Sustain the tone on the vowel sound speaking 
the initial and final consonants clean ru1d incisive just as the tone is 
stopped. 
To help secure clarity in enunciation several procedures are sug-
gested as follows: 
1. Have half the choir sing the words while the other half listens 
to see if they can understand what is being sung. 
2. Several individuals may sing new stanzas as yet unlearned by 
the class endeavoring to make themselves understood. 
3. Singing for someone not in the choir is helpful also though the 
most effective criticism corres from the children themselves. 
4. Another help is found by having children determine what song is 
being recited when it is given without tone, that is with lip movement 
only.24 
This .criticism by the children themselves is really the most effec-
tive as it makes them extremely alert to all deficiencies. Encourage them 
to listen critically outside the class room also to all singer and choral 
groups. It will make them much more interested in improving their ovm 
habits of diction. Encourage them to hear the Fred ITaring Glee Club for 
an example of clear enunciation. The choir director might well adopt some 
of the ideas used in the training of these singers. A little pamphlet ex-
24eundiff and Dykema, ~· ~·, p. 81. 
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plaining the method used is available to anyone desiring it without charge. 
Write for the ''Tone Syllables" by Fred Waring, Shawnee Press, Inc., Dela-
ware Water Gap, Penn. This pamphlet makes clear the following important 
rules: 
1. Be conscious of all consonants which have pitch and sing them 
with exaggerated intensity and duration. 
2. Establish continuity of tone from word to word and from sylla-
ble to syllable. 
3. Be conscious of the placement of each tone syllable YdthL~ the 
time value of the note or notes on which it is sung. 
4. Be conscious of all the vowel2~ounds, and sing them with what seems like exaggerated distinctness. > 
To make a practical application of these principles, select an ap-
propriate number from the Waring Choral Series, ·which are published by 
the Shawnee Press. One attractive number for two part choir is the "Star 
Song" by Roff. It includes Tone Syllable Spellings of the words in addi-
tion to the text. A careful study o~ such as this will influence the enun-
ciation of all choral numbers and will establish habits of clarity in 
singing not easily secured by other methods. 
! review of objectives. A review of the important ideas covered 
in Chapter III focuses the attention on the following concepts. First, 
that the fou.nda.tion for the junior choir must be built on a beautiful tone 
quality. Secondly, that such a development depends on the proper under-
standing of the many factors which influence its production. These varied 
25Fred 1Varing, Tone Syllables (Delaware ·water Gap: Shawnee Press, 
Inc., 1951. PP• 2, 4, ~. 
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influences include mental approach, breathing, posture, resonance, place-
ment of tone, use of the head voice, soft light singing, range and pitch 
of songs, tempo and the addition of words with the resulting problems of 
diction involved. These considerations are 'not limited to the junior 
choir but are basic to effective singing of any kind and only as the choir 
teacher understands the problems involved and guides the children in a 
singing experience that is in harmony with these ideals will she be able 
to mold these children into a successful choral organization. Such vocal 
skill on the part of children is possible and must be the objective of all 
vocal training. The attaining of these ideals will result in an ensemble 
of children's voices that will produce the following desirable qualities: 
1. A beautiful rich timbre or color from the blending of boy's and 
girl's voices alike into a beautiful limpid fluid unison. 
2. A blending of registers so that there is no evidence of a break 
between them. 
3. An extension of vocal compass which provides a greater range 
than hitherto experienced. 
4. A true intonation evidenced by the ability to sing a cappella 
without deviation from pitch. 
5. And finally, the ability to sing easily for a long time without 
experiencing fatigue. 
With these vocal habits established, the contribution of a junior 
choir becomes na thing of beauty and a joy forever". 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE CHORAL SINGING 
When the teacher has successfully established a tone quality that 
is consistently sweet, unforced and in tune, she is ready to blend these 
individual voices into a choral tone. It is in the securing of a good 
tone that many choirs fail because the director and singers have little 
concept of What a desirable choral tone really is. How often one hears 
loud, harsh singing instead of the beautiful light ethereal quality that 
is of such charm in children's groups. The choir teacher should never 
forget that quantity of tone comes only from a quantity of children and 
must never be the result of forcing their voices. 
I. BUILDING . THE . CHORAL ENSEMBLE 
Blending of voices. The first task in building a good choral en-
semble is the blending of the individual. voices-light, heavy, dark and 
bright into one tone color, for a pure unison tone of good qualit,y is the 
fundamental requisite for fine choral singing. This is not difficult 
with children's voices, because Gf the distinctive quality which Gehrkens 
describes so effectively in the following passage: 
The colorless character of unchanged voices is what makes it so 
easy to secure homogeneity of tone in grade school singing. The 
voices are alike, therefore they blend well together and a large group 
of unchanged voices singing in unison yields an ethereal otherworldly 
effect that is charming and often dee~ly moving because of the very 
lack of adult "color" in the singing. . 
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Unification of ~qualities. Olildren must be taught to think 
of a unified tone made up of many individual voices. It will not be t'Well-
ty or thirty different qualities, but merely the fusing of all these voi-
ces into one smooth velvety tone. Each singer must adjust his voice to 
the unison quality of his voice part. An extremely effective way to ac-
complish this is to .choose one voice of desirable quality to serve as a 
pattern. Since children .are quick to imitate, it is not difficult for 
. . 
them to match the desired tone accurately • • Have the selected child sing 
a tone on a single syllable such as "loon or "lo11 , and instruct the others 
to join in without changing the origirial quality. Have each child match 
the tone exactly instructing him to listen critically to see if his voice 
is like the pattern. Fuse all voices in this manner. 
When the choir has successfully blended the ,unison, tune the choir 
on the octave, then the fifth and finally, the third. ~pon this fun-
damental tone concept rests the entire vocal structure. 
Balance of various qualities. In order to balance the various 
vocal qualities, the director should insist upon the children singing in 
a soft tone. Watch out for the strong voice which tends to stand out like 
a dandelion on a golf green. Place weak and strong voices next to each 
other so that the tone will be balanced. The quality of tone in the en-
semble must be scaled down to the weakest part, not forced to the stronger 
ones, else the tone will be harsh and hard. As the children sing have each 
listen to his neighbor to see that the vowel sounds are formed in the ex-
act manner and have them listen at all times to the pitch and imitate it 
~Yukasch, loc, cit. 
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exactly. Imitation will be a strong factor in the successful blending of 
tone quality and this characteristic of children demands that the choir 
teacher herseif watch lest her tone quality embodies undesirable charac-
teristics. She must remember that their tone quality is greatly influ-
enced by hers, and her vocal peculiarities will be magnified in their 
voices, hence it is important for her to sing as lightly as possible. 
The old proverb, «Example is better than precept" is of particular value 
here. 
There is no better way to help children visualize beautiful tonal 
quality than for them to actually hear it from some well trained choral 
group. rr at all possible, take them to hear a boy or children's choir 
which may be available in a church in the comnrunity. It would also be 
worthwhile to hear such recordings as those long playing records recently 
issued by "Classical" of the ./1..11 Saint's Choir of Worcester, Mass. under 
the direction of Dr. William Self. Here is beauty of tone worthy of im-
itation; a better example of beautiful choral tone for young singers 
would be difficult to find. 
Submerging of personalities. To accomplish this perfect blend of 
tone, the children must also realize that their individual personalities 
as well as their individual tone qualities must be submerged. To help 
them develop this feeling of unity they must learn to do things together. 
Have them stand and sit at a signal, being sure that each child does the 
same thing in the same way. They enjoy this type of discipline when it 
is conducted in a sort of game. 
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Independent singing essential. While the submerging of personal-
ities and voices into one unit is the desired goal, it is very important 
that children become independent in their own singing and not lean on 
their neighbors to do the work for them, for only as the children sing 
independently will a good choral ensemble develop. This will require 
that the children sing a great deal a cappella and when an accompaniment 
is used, it will be light so as not to serve as a crutch upon which the 
children will want to lean. It is important also that the choir director 
not sing with them because it is desirable that they sing independently 
and not follow the vocal leadership of the director. Then too, if she 
does not sing with them she will hear them more clearly and thus can de-
teet any imperfections immediately. Finally, because her voice is mature 
it will probably not blend · perfectly with theirs either and thus might 
"stick out like a sore thumb". 
Concentration and attention. Concentration and attention are 
attitudes which must be required of all singers. 
The mind may be compared to a corked bottle; into it nothing can 
be poured until the cork is removed. Some of these corks are inatten-
tion, inferiority complexes, preoccupation with other thoughts, etc. 
These corks must be removed before any effective work can be done.3 
The word "lmrk" is important for good choirs do not exist without 
it • . Children should be taught early that part of life consists of hard 
work ?~d that such concentrated effort on their parts will bring satisfy-
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ing results. In this connection it is well to add that one satisfaction 
~nich spurs children on to greater effort is an honest expression of 
praise for work well done. The choir teacher should be generous with it 
when the choir is deserving. For effective drills in developing this at-
tention and concentration see the Appendices for Vocal Exercises. 
Intonation ~ pitch. The choir must become tonally discriminat-
ing and this too is the result of training. If the tone of the singers 
is produced correctly, the pitch will usually be true. Almost everyone 
can learn to sing on pitch, but if a singer for some reason cannot main-
tain true pitch, he should not be permitted to sing in the choir unless 
he is given special help to correct this difficulty. The most frequent 
pitch deficiency is flatting and may be due to several factors: 
1. Always singing a number in the same key. To correct this, 
change the pitch regularly. Practice often in different keys. 
2. Extreme heat. Vfuen very hot, pitch the piece much higher. 
3. Physical fatigue. 
4. Defective hearing by conductor and choir alike. 
Attacks and releases. Attacks and releases may be the enemies of 
good tone. Accuracy in such comes through training. Permit no scooping 
when attacking a tone as it tends to flatten the pitch. The singers must 
· first have an accurate mental concept of the tone and then hit it exactly. 
Do not permit them to release the tone until the entire word bas been sung, 
for if the final consonant is permitted to disappear the pitch will sag. 
A most effective device to aid in developing clean attacks is 
through the use of the syllable 11 zing 11 • Have the choir frequently sing 
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on this syllable instead of lti. th the words and the results will be aston-
ishing. The attacks vdll have a point and precision about them that is 
not easily secured through any other method. 
Vocal exercises. In developing effective ensemble teChniques, 
vocal exercises may be of great benefit. On the other hand they can also 
be a complete waste of time unless the director and singers both are con-
scious of the objectives to be realized through their use. 
The correction of bad habits and the formation of good ones pro-
ceeds more rapidly when one is singing a vocal exercise of an appro-
priate kind rather than a song, for here one can concentrate on tone 
production (or other factors) without the distracting influence
4
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new music to read, words to interpret and divers other matters. 
Vocal exercises are of many kinds and serve a variety of needs if 
intelligently used. In the Appendices will be found a number of effec-
tive drills for breathing, tone blending, preparation for part singing, 
tuning up exercises, etc. Each is instrumental in developing abilities 
and skills for effective ensemble work • 
. II. MASTERING :Tim MU'SI:CAL SCORE 
When children are presented a music composition for mastery, they 
are confronted with a threefold task: that of interpreting correctly the 
symbols of time and tone in a textual setting. These three factors-time, 
tone and text, can not be divorced but for purposes of drill may be iso-
lated and perfected before they are finally combined in the finished song. 
4Gehrkens, ~· ~., P• 64. 
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Introducing!:~· To introduce a song it is well for the child-
ren to grasp the general plan of the music by reading the words with re-
gard to content, clear enunciation, correct pronunciation, proper phras-
ing and observation of the important words; discovering in general how the 
music reinforces the text and singing the music t}:l..rough without stopping 
no matter how poorly it is done in order to get a general idea of the en-
tire composition. Having completed this general survey, the choir should 
begin the working out in detail of any problems which may have been dis-
covered in the first reading. 
Problems of time. If the rhythm of the text and of the music agree 
as they ought in a well constructed music comp~sition, reading of the 
words will solve most of the rhythmic problems. Have the children chant 
the words in the correct rhythm while they tap out the meter for in this 
way the rhythmic patterns will be mastered from the ver,r beginning. 
Accent. Have the children discover the harmony between the ac-
cents of the music and the accents of the words. Note any inconsistencies 
between the two and decide how to solve the discrepancies. 
Note and r est val ues. It is important that the children learn at 
the beginning the time value of all notes and rests. For this purpose, 
it is well to make use of the Time Drill Chart that is also included in 
the Appendices. This chart is valuable for the mastery of time problems 
and will be very successful with junior choirs. 
Insist upon a faithful rendition of the notation. In this connec-
tion one helpful suggestion was passed on to the writer some years ago 
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and has done more to put sparkle and finesse into choral singing than any 
other single detail. That was to ''watch out for dotted rhythms". Be sure 
that a note when dotted is truly dotted when reproduced. It is exactness 
in such details that causes a choir to sing with finish. 
Tempo. Insist also upon the tempo being consistently correct and 
observe all changes as indice.ted by the composer. Train the children to 
know the meaning of the terms used in designating the tempos to be used 
as well as those terms relating to the dynamics of a song. 
These then are some of the problems relating to the time element 
in music which the children must master and should be conscientiously 
observed from the earliest experiences in choir singing. 
Problems of tone. Already considerable attention has been given to 
those elements of tone which face the junior choir; namely, beautiful 
tone, true pitch, legato singing, etc. The problems yet facing the choir 
are the si..Tlging in parts and the reading of music that they might be able 
to reproduce the music represented by the elements of notation. To devel-
op these abilities requires daily emphasis. Throughout it all, however, 
the choir teacher must hold to one ideal and that is to interpret what 
the composer has tried to represent through the symbols of time and tone 
in an exact a manner as possible. This is one of the most common pitfalls 
for the inexperienced director. Too often, liberties are taken in tempo, 
dynamic ef.fects and general style with the result that the music itself 
becomes mutilated by inadequate or overwrought interpretation and the 
desires of the composer are no longer evident. Good music stands on its 
own feet and does not need to be ttprettied up" so to speak to be effec-
tive. Artistic music construction demands a natural interpretation 
without affectation. 
Correct music interpretation. A knowledge of the correct inter-
pretation of the various choral styles is essential for the choir teacher 
and may be absorbed unconsciously if she avails herself of church music 
concerts, authentic recordings and radio programs which feature fine 
church music performances. 
III. INTRODUCTION TO NOTE READING 
Note reading. No better method for teaching music reading has as 
yet been devised than the use of the so-fa syllables in representing vocal 
tones. A very valuable aid in the developing of music reading will be 
found through the use of the 1msic Ladder, a device invented by A. W. 
Stellhorn and published by Concordia Publishing House. This device is a 
large green and white cardboard chart, four feet long by eighteen inches 
wide. On it appear the so-fa syllables arranged as a tone ladder. A lit-
tle pamphlet accompanies this chart and outlines seven logical steps in 
the sight-reading experience for the development of tonal relationship or 
key feeling. (The term tonality or tonal relationship is difficult to 
define accurately, but for the purpose here we mean the recognition of a 
"tonal center to which all other tones are relatedtt • .5) 
.5Apel, Harvard ·Dictionary of Music, (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 19.50), p. 752. 
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Steps in ~ ~ of so-fa syllables and the Music Ladder. The 
steps as outlined for use with the Stellhorn chart are given in an abbre-
viated form and should begin very early in the child's musical training. 
Music educators believe that the second grade is not too early to begin 
this note reading program. However the children should be able to sing 
correctly many rote songs before reading is introduced. Sometimes it 
may be well to delay its introduction until the third grade. Even if 
the children are well along in school and have no foundation in music 
reading it is possible to use this method successfully at any level. The 
older children will only progress more rapidly and become sight readers 
more quickly. 
Step 1. Point out on the ladder the steps and skips made in the 
singing of a song already learned by rote. 
Step 2. Teach the syllables as an additional stanza and thus help 
them gain a knowledge of the so-fa syllables and the tonal relation-
ship between the pitches for which these syllables stand. Have volun-
teers point out the melody on the ladder. Pupils love to play with 
this chart. 
Step J. The next step is to test whether or not the pupils have a 
conception of the steps and skips for which the syllables stand. Play 
a game with them by pointing wrong at an occasional syllable, which 
will lead off the melody. Check to see if they notice it and sing 'What 
you point at or as they remember the tune. The teacher is the player, 
the class is the instrument, the music ladder is the keyboard. The 
"instrument" must play exactly what the teacher points at · in the lad-
der. Any teacher that can play a melody by memory with one finger on 
the keyboard can do this also. 'With practice the teacher can leadoff 
more and more until a melody unknown to the pupils can be pointed out 
in this manner. They will then read from the chart as the teacher 
points just as an instrument will play what is pressed on the keyboard. 
Step 4. The next step is the teaching of new song material, not 
only by ear but by eye--thus actually reading. Teach a new hymn or 
tune every day by pointing out the syllables on the chart. Check on 
individual pupils to see if they are actually reading or hiding be-
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hind the good readers. ~hen they are able to sing 1~th syllables have 
them sing on loo, lo, or la or even hum. Then apply the syllable 
''zing" to make all tone steps a.nd skips clean and in pitch and f'inall.y 
add the text. 
Step >. Step number five is the shift to the five lines of the 
staff. This can be done in a natural way. A song may be sung on the 
buttons of a shirt, vest or coat or anything that has objects arrang-
ed up and down like a ladder. 
Step 6. This is the completion of step five and the shift t6 the 
actual staff itself may be introduced by using five fingers of the 
left hand. Syllables are placed on the f'ingers and the spaces be-
tween the fingers. Sing the songs already practiced by rote and on 
the chart. In the event of difficulty check with the chart. 
Step 7. The f'inal step is to play the game of' 11Do". The children 
should choose the line or space on which to place "Don. Locate the 
tonic chord lido, mi, so 11 , and sing a. song on these lines by syllables. 
Point out new melodies in the same way. Do not keep "Do" too long in 
one place, for as in the game of' "It", if' any one is nrtn too long ·the 
game becomes uninteresting. 
"Do" may be placed anywhere on the staff even though you may pitch 
the tones for singing lower than they appear. The desired goal here 
is to establish the relationship between all the tones rather than to 
develop the ability to determine the exact pitch of the tones them-
selves. 
With this foundation in note reading firmly established the child-
ren are ready to apply their·ability to the ma.stering of the score of ac-
tual choir materials. 
! system of music reading for junior choirs. In an earlier chapter 
mention was made of the necessity of rote singing in the junior choir pro-
gram. As has been pointed out, a great many of the numbers sung will be 
too difficult to le~rn by reading alone and will, therefore, involve the 
use of the ear as well as the eye. From the very beginning children must 
become acquainted with the problems involved in mastering the musical score 
and in most graded school music texts, this phase of learning receives con-
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siderable attention. The disadvantage of the average music text for Choir 
use however, is that the materials in most sightreading methods are value-
less as choir numbers and the music period is thus consumed in a type of 
8.ctivity that provides little in the way of building a choral repertoire. 
One practical solution to this problem is the adoption of a sightreading 
method which utilizes actual church materials and such an approach is 
available for junior choirs in general and the parochial school in partie-
ular. Reference is made to a series of books compiled by Theodore Stelzer, 
a Lutheran Church music educator, who has successfully organized fine 
chorales and hymns in a method of note reading that is pedagogically sound 
and musically interesting for children. These books called the Stelzer 
Sacred Songs Series are four in number and are progressively arranged as 
to difficulty and while simple, are extremely effective for two, three and 
four part treble choirs. Throughout this series the use of syllables is 
employed · and the method of approaCh is in harmony with sigh treading pro-
cedures of recognized music texts which favor the so-fa syllables. Books 
1 and 2 are concerned with 2, 3 and 4 part treble choirs while books 3 and 
4 introduce the SAB choir, the latter two being particularly helpful in 
meeting the needs of the changing voice. Throughout the series only music 
that is worthy a place in the permanent repertoire of the choir is used, 
thus one attains reading ability while acquiring service and program 
materials. See the annotated bibiliography of junior choir collections 
in the appendices for a detailed description of each book. 
With the use of these music texts for grades 4 to 8 and Klammer's 
music reader entitled ~ Songs ~ Praise, also published by Concordia 
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Publishing House, for the primary grades, the teacher has available a com-
plete music program built on sacred music materials. It is not suggested 
in this study that sacred music is the only music to be taught in the pa-:-
rochial school, but it is recommended that the school music program be 
planned with such an emphasis. Seventh-day Adventist parochial schools 
need a revision of the course of study now in use in the elementary grades 
and to adopt a program tha t will focus the musical interests of the child 
in this direction. Until such a time as a course of education in sacred 
music is set up for these schools and a music text be published that meets 
these needs, the church school choir teacher can do no better than to u-
tilize the Stelzer Series as the basic text for music reading in the jun-
ior choir program. 
These readers will not only teach note reading but will also intro-
duce the experience of part singing. With this foundation the choir is 
ready to undertake other recommended procedures for exploring the field 
of harmonic music. 
IV. ADVENTURES :~IN ·PART SINGING 
Part singing is important for all junior choirs. r1hile unison songs 
are always effective when sung well by children, singing in harmony is much 
more satisfactory because it is actually easier for them to sing; in fact, 
the mora parts the easier it becomes because it permits each child to sing 
in the range which is most comfortable for him. There are many ways by 
which the group may adventure into this wonderful experience of singing 
in harmony. 
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~part s:inging. li:ro part s:ing:L."1g is the f1rst step :in part 
singL'Ylg a.;1.d should not be attempted until the children are able to read 
vrith skill :many unison songs. This :may be at any time from the late 4th 
to the 6~~ grade. ~llien this readiness is apparent, a practical approach 
to part sing:ing is through descants, rounds and canons. 
Descants. The use of descants is a simple procedure and is one 
used to a great extent in most school music texts. It consists of the ad-
dition of a melody written above the original tune, and is used most often 
'With hymns. In this way the lower voices carry the orig:inal melody and 
the higher voices carry the new :roolodic line. The music educators, Max 
and Beatrice Krone,have contributed much in this line through revera.l books 
publi::h ed by Kjos of Chicago. The collection vrhich seems :most useful in 
junior cho1r work is the one entitled 11Great Hymns of Faith"• It is WC!l:'ihy 
of use by the junior choir. Attention is also called to the large nu.T!lber 
of very fine arra.ngements published in the E. c. Sch1rmer descant series • 
Rounds. Since descants are usually confined to singing in tVIo-
part harmony as far as the junior choir is concerned, the use of rounds 
and canons is another step in part singing experiences. Children enjoy 
singing rounds and it is no small sense of accomplishment for them when 
they can do so successfully. 
Rounds are good, healthy music, and singing them is fun. Everyone 
sings a strong, clear :roolody at all times. The disadvantage to the 
use of rounds is that they do not induce the singers to listen to 
all the parts; each group is too :intent on ·what it alone is singing. 
The parts are in competition with one another, rather than coopera-
tion. Since no two groups are performing the sa.'Tle words at the same 
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time, the text is often indist~guishable to the listener-little 
stimulus for good enunciation. 
But in spite of its disadvantages, it is valuable training and 
should be considered an important exercise for the junior choir. The 
use of rounds will be confined to the rehearsal room as a sort of drill 
and will not be usable as a means of religious expression except in a 
few isolated instances under unusual circumstances. Several well known 
rounds which children enjoy are: 
Scotland's Burning 
Little Tom Tinker 
Oh, how Lovely is the Evening 
Three Blind Mice 
:Canons. The term canon includes the round as one of its many 
types. The round is merely a circle canon (i.e., one which leads back 
to the beginning and which, therefore, may be repeated several times) 
and is one of the most popular types. A canon may be defined as a poly-
phonic composition in which all the parts have the same melody throughout, 
although starting at different points) There are many fine examples of 
various kinds of canons in religious music. Some of the better known 
compositions in this form practical for use by the junior choir are: 
Tallis' Canon, a hymn tune found in all good hymnals. 
Dona Nobis Pacem, a Latin text in a delightful musical setting 
made available in the book Rounds and Canons by Harry Wilson and 
published by Hall and McCreary, ChJ.cago. · 
An English translation of the same by Roberta Bitgood arranged for 
three voices and published by H. vv. Gray under the title Grant Us Thy 
Peace. This is a beautiful canon and should be included in the reper-
toire of a junior choir. 
6 Grant, ~· ~., p. 159. 7Apel, £e• ~., P• 112. 
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Caesar Franck's 0 Lord Most Holy utilizes the two-part canon form 
and is also a must in church music education for children. 
A most unusual canon is included in the appendix entitled The Lord 
is MY Shepherd. Also found there will be a very short religious round 
of usefulness. 
Peter Christian Lutkin arranged a useful anthem on the two-part 
canon form called Above the Clear Blue Sky and published by FitzSimons. 
Like as the Father by Cherubini is also usable and is available 
from c. c. Birchard. This is arranged for three equal voices. 
All of the above mentioned numbers are useful for special programs 
and services. Many rounds and canons are limited in usefulness for service 
use but are of the greatest value for their training in singing polyphonic 
music and should be included in the regular choral training of a junior 
choir. 
Three ~ ~ part singing. Three and four part singing right-
fully belongs on the junior high school level and since these grades are 
included in the particular educational setup to which this paper concerns 
itself mUSt be considered here. Many junior choirs will limit themselves 
to two-part singing but the introduction of three and even four part har-
mony to treble choirs which include seventh and eighth grade singers will 
find this arrangement most satisfying. In this way the changing voices 
can be handled by assigning them to lower parts and a completely balanced 
organization will result and at the same time utilize all who want to 
sing. Each child will be able to sing in the range tha t fits his voice 
the best and the various timbres of tone quality will be effectively fused. 
SuCh harmonic experience is not as difficult as it mi ght appear. 
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When assigning voice parts for the SSA Choir choose for soprano 
girls with light voices which are not changing. Boys who are small and 
immature, who . have voices thin and light or brilliant and free should sing 
soprano also. Girls whose voices seem uncertain or who feel that they 
cannot sing high should sing second soprano. Those whose voices seem 
dark in color should sing second soprano also. This is a very 11 safe" 
part for all doubtful cases. Boys whose voices seem uncertain but who 
can not sing easily below middle ~ should sing second soprano. Boys whose 
voices are r eady to change should sing alto and a girl with a naturally 
deep low voice may sing this part also but care should be exercised to 
see that she sings softly and without strain. Boys with changing voices 
should sing the lowest part in the three part songs for treble voices.8 
In the SSA.A c~oir1 boys with changing voices should sing either 
first or second alto' in other words the lowest two voices. Vllien girls 
are used on either of these parts it must be because they have unusually 
l ow voices or because their voices are changing. In any case both boys 
and girls must sing easily and without any forcing. 
The tonic chord-do, mi, sol, do- is the fundamental chord for an 
SSAA choir. ~rosie v~itten for such a group is not demanding even up-
on singers with limited ranges. If with such a choir, you desir~ to 
use SSA music, let the first altos sing with the second sopr anos, to 
strengthen the inner part.9 
For a four-part treble choir, SSAA, the first sopranos should reach 
G and A easily; the second sopranos, F; the first altos should sing A 
below middle c, and the second altos, E below middle ~. Having found 
the range of the group, then find the range of the individual voices. 
It is possible that a second alto can sing notes as high as F, but the 
~cConathy ~ al., ££,• ~., P• 85. 9wukasch, loc. cit. 
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depth and color of such a voice should place it low. It is color, 
texture, quality and timbre that should determine on which part a 
child should sing. The first soprano voice should have lightness, 
bouyancy, and flexibility; while the second soprano may have more 
depth and weight.lO 
A very helpful hint when drilling a choir which sings in parts is 
to have each part singing at all times. The part which the conductor may 
wish to give special attention is permitted to sing with the words. The 
remaining parts will hlli"ll their parts softly. Each part may be asked to 
sing in this way while the supporting parts are kept busy humming along. 
This is most effective in keeping the singers busy else they are apt to 
busy themselves in some other manner less profitable to the good of the 
choir. Never make it easy for them to do anything but pay attention to 
business. Keep them active every moment of the rehearsal. 
v. MERffiETATION OF THE TEXT 
The final step in the mastering . of a composition is the interpre-
tation of a text. Since the addition of a text is the distinguishing 
feature of choral music, the importance of its prope~ interpretation can-
not be overestimated. The children must present the message contained 
therein and in order to do so properly~ a lesson in song interpretation 
is necessary. Frances Wright suggests: 
When a song has been sung by the choir (1) correct as to time and 
tone of the text and as to Child voice production; (2) in the best 
key even if it be written lower; (3) in unvaried tempo and unchanged 
rhythm, the class is ready for more detailed work in enunciation, and 
ideational rhythm.ll 
10Ibid • . 
- ·· 
ll.,a;right, 2• ~·, p. 130. 
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She further suggests that; 
Because of the vocal limitations and the emotional capacity of 
Children, a high standard of song interpretation such as that achiev-
ed by an adult studying voice should not be attempted. Correct enun-
ciation, pronunciation, tempo and text, together with more or less 
study on the i deationat rhythm aspect of the song are usually suffic-
ient.l2 
Memorization necessary. But before anything at all can be accom-
plished along this line of song interpretation, it is imperative that the 
children be able to sing from memory. Memorization of a song is one of 
the most important keys to effective interpretation a.nd therefore should 
be required of all numbers to be performed in public. It is necessary 
that the children have the music in their heads and not their heads in 
their music and because most children bury their heads in their books if 
they do not know a song well, it is imperative that they be required to 
perform from memory. Children memorize very easily and this can be made 
even more simple by adopting the method as suggested by Frances Wright. 
Her suggestions are most practical and prove very effective in committing 
a song to memory in a very short time. The procedure is as follows: 
1. Write the words o£ the song on the blackboard in verse form. 
2. Ask the choir to sing the entire song three t .imes. The tempo 
may be faster than the one appropriate to the song, since speed is an 
objective here and we can afford to sacrifice that point. 
3. Erase the top line and start them singing as if the words were 
there. 
4. Erase the next line and start them again at the same place on 
the board where the words were written for the first time. Erase the 
third line and the class repeats the procedure. 
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5. Erase the last line as the class sings the fourth repetition.l3 
Diction. Attention should next be centered on purity of' diction. 
This will require conscious effort to make pronunciation both uniform and 
beautiful since words vary so frequently in the way they are spoken in 
various parts of' the country. There is, however, a correct English pro-
nunciation and the choir teacher should adhere strictly to it regardless 
of local peculiarities. But even after uniformity and beauty have been 
attained, clarity in articulation is essential so that the text be under-
stood by the listeners. This is not a simple accomplishment but may be 
achieved if' the children understand lfhat they are trying to say and then 
sing it as they would tell it to someone. Problems of diction have al-
ready received considerable attention in Chapter III and therefore furth-
er discussion on this subject is unnecessary here. 
Phrasing. The children should be taught to sing as a good reader 
reads, phrasewise rather than word wise. It is not necessary to tell the 
children where in the song to breathe, for, 
If the child is taught to feel the phrases of' the song, to sing to 
the end of' each phrase as a rinit of thought, to understand the word 
content of the sont4and to interpret its mood, he will naturally have 
correct breathing. 
Phrasing is largely a matter of' common sense. A breath may be ta-
ken at any punctuation mark even though it may not be necessary nor desir-
13Ibid., P• 126. 
14B. Marian Brooks and Harry A. Brown, Music Education in the Ele-
mentary School, (New York: American Book eo., 1946), p. 169. --------
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able. The ma.rmer of phrasing in speech >lill. determine proper phrasing 
in song. 
If a phrase is too long for a single breath, it may be divided 
aJJnost anywhere, providing a new breath is taken quickly but vdth-
out gasping and the phrase is picked up aga:in with the same force 
of tone that was used in the preced:ing portion.l5 
In connection with phrasing it is well to give :instruction to the 
children on how to relay their breathing so that there will be no consci-
ous break :in the continuity of tone or its intensity o.f volume. Tell 
them to breathe at any point as long as they do not do so vmen their 
neighbor does. In other words, stagger the breathing so that there will 
never be a noticeable break. A suggestive drill to acquire this ability 
is to be found in the appendix devoted to Vocal Exercises. 
Ideational rhyt..h.m. The term "ideational rhythmtt needs clari.fica-
tion in order to make it meaningful to the choir teacher. It is a very 
valuable aid to song interpretation as expla:Uled by Frances Wright who 
describes it thus: 
Ideational rhythm is a kind of interpretation which without dis-
turbing the regularity o.f the meter movement or disrupting the accur-
acy of the rhythm, yet places relative stress on the '\'J:>rdsby means 
of relative dynamic pressure or other subtle device, in such6a way as to bring out the meaning of the words by n:eans of music.l 
This concept of ideational rhythm can be made very clear to the 
children by adopting the following method: 
l5Peter w. Dykema and Karl W. Gehrkens, The Teaching and Adminis-
tration of High School Music__, (Boston~ c. C. BirChard and eo., 194!), 
P'• 83. 
1~right, ~· ~··.t P• 129. 
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1. Write the w·ords of the song on the board. 
2. Have the children decide which words are really important in 
each line. Have the unimportant words erased from the board and have 
them sing the songs stressing each word that remains on the board. 
This seems to make an indelible impression on their minds and once 
having -worked out such a plan, they vr.i.ll render the song with great-
er interpretation of the text. 
J.bod. Having memorized the song, interpreted the symbols of time, 
tone and text correctly and artistica.lly, one final aspect of interpreta.-
tion needs to be mentioned, that of mood and its influence on the tone 
quality of the children. The type of tone to be used must be determined 
by the n:eaning of the te...""Ct and the music to -vmich it is welded. The ideas 
in the text itself' will control the quality of tone used. The basic qual-
ity of the tone is established by right habits of production but each 
change of mood in the text calls for variation in color. The tone qual-
ity ·will be determined by the "emotional response to the picture suggested 
by the wordn.17 So the determining factor of the effective presentation 
of a choral number will be the dramatic and enthusiastic response of the 
children to the message of the text as it is interpreted by them. Keep 
it simple but vital; do not overexaggerate but sing joyously, sincerely 
and above all reverently. When the number is performed, the children 
S:l ould be concerned only 1'lith the message to be presented. 
17Ib.d 
__::_ .. , P• 43. 
CHAPTER V 
EDUCATING THE CHOIR IN CHURCH MUSIC 
The term church mtisic covers many phases of sacred music ex-
pression. The junior choir director, unless well educated in the field, 
will be at a loss to lmow what forms are important in junior choir ex-
perience.. This chapter explains briefly the forms which exist and 
emphasizes those which are essential to a well rounded program of church 
music education. 
I. THE HYMNAL AS A TEXTBOOK 
The foundation of church music education. The church music edu-
cation of the junior choir logically begins with the hymn. In evangel-
ical churches this cannot be overemphasized for in such communions there 
seems to be a demand for a lighter and so called 11more appealing '' type 
of religious song. Such music is often in a "popular'~ vein and could be 
described as a sort of jazz sprinkled with holy water. 
These churches, though sincere in purpose~ are not quick to recog-
nize the need for trained leadership in church music and as a result, 
when collections of religious songs are published, they are rarely the 
product of the trained church musician but merely a compilation of · songs 
. . 
which too often are lacking in permanent value. Church music which more 
nearly approaches the ideal will be found in the great hymns of the 
. . . 
church rather than in most gospel songs. 
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The writer knows from personal experience how limited is a knowl-
edge of the treasured hymns of the church by one reared in an evangelical 
church. For example, until her first year in college, she had never 
heard "A Mighty Fortress is our God11 , and many other great hymns, though 
she received her high school training in a religious boarding academy 
where singing was an important exercise in daily chapels as well as 
morning and evening worships in the school home. Only one who has been 
nurtured on such an impoverished religious musical diet can begin to 
share t he delight she experienced when, during a college chapel ser vice, 
an inspired church musician conducted the entire assembly in the singing 
of that great chorale. That experience gave birt h t o a life long search 
for the unknown treasures to be found in a hymnal rather than a gospel 
' . . 
song collection. In view of her experience, she contends that the "lzymn" 
is the proper foundation upon which to build the whole structure of 
church music education. 
A study of several hymnals prepared for children and youth with 
. -
appreciati on for the best in church music as the ultimate goal, reveals 
. . . -
many hymn tunes that may gll.ide one in _this _ educatirl.g process. Many of 
them have been sung with success as anthems by junior choirs. This is 
particularly desirable in the evangelical church for it serves to 
acquaint the entire congregation with these musical gems. 
It seems best to list these as tunes since hymn tunes are much 
the same in every hymnal whereas t~e hymn itself, or words, vary in the 
various denominational collections. It seems wise also, to classify 
them historically and to call attention to the outstanding characteris-
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tics which warrant consideration by the junior choir director. These 
hymn tunes may be classified into five groups: Plainsong, Chorales, 
English Psalm Tunes, English Hymn Tunes and American Hymn Tunes. In 
addition to these, many hymnals include Carols, Spirituals (both Negro 
and White), Gospel Songs and in some cases the Chorus. 
The ~of Plainsong in the evangelical church. From the litur-
gical churches we glean a few of the plainsongs that children in non-
liturgical communions ought to know. Fortunately the young are less 
prejudiced than adults in a willingness to try new things and when given 
an opportunity find many of the plainsong melodies satisfying and easy 
to sing. Here the ideal is a pure unison tone which is so easily 
secured from children who sing properly. The nother earthly" quality of 
these melodies is readily enhanced by the head voice in singing. The 
melodies are singable because they are limited in range and the rhythm 
is natural since it is determined by the text. 
Two of these well known medieval melodies children enjoy singing 
are the Divinum Mysterium and Veni Enunanuel. VJhile both are modernized 
in that they have been set to a harmonized accompaniment, they still re-
tain a flavor not found in other hymn tune materials. It is not to be 
presumed that the junior choir in _ ~n evangelical church ivill use many of 
these melodies, but it may be presumed that no one is educated in murch 
music if he has not developed some appreciation for the ancient plain-
song and thus it is deemed advisable to introduce the child to it when 
his tastes are still to a large extent, undeveloped. 
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Chorales for junior choirs. Another source of beautiful church 
music often neglected by the evangelical church is that vast store of 
tunes we call chorales. These melodies stem from the German Reformation 
and owe their inception to the great reformer, Martin Luther, who real-
ized that the Roman Church was starving congregational expression by 
delegating the music of the service to the choir alone. Hence, one of 
his first reforms was to encourage a 11 singing 11 church and congregation-
al singing as we lmow it today was born. In making available music for 
the German hymns then being written, he chose some of the plainsong 
~ . 
melodies used by the Catholic Church, adapted folk song melodies already 
familiar to the German people and encouraged the composing of original 
tunes which were named chorales. These hymn tunes are gems of rare 
beauty in religious music. 
Among those chorales most frequently found in regular hymnals 
and which ought to become part of the junior choir repertoire are to be 
found the following: 
Ein Feste Burg 
Vom Himmel Hoch 
Uachet Auf (Sleepers Wake) 
Passion Chorale 
St. Theodulph 
Lasst Uns Erfreuen 
Nun Danket 
Liebster Jesu 
Lobe Den Herren 
Martin Luther 
Geistliche Lieder, Leipzig 
Philip Nicolai 
Hans Leo Hassler 
Melchior Teschner 
Geistliche Kirchengesang 
Johann Cruger 
Johann Ahle 
Stralsund Gesangbuch 
1529 
1539 
1599 
1601 
1615 
1623 
1648 
1664 
1665 
The English Psalm Tune. The Protestant Reformation found expres-
sion musically not only in the Lutheran Chorales but in another type of 
hymn tune created by the followers of Calvin. These tunes were adapted 
to versified Psalms. The attitude of these reformers was that hymns of 
h.umm composure were not desirable and only words from the Holy Scrip-
tures were acceptable. In order to make it possible to sing the Psalms 
as hymns instead of the traditional chant, they were cast in metrical 
form and set to melodies called psalm tunes. The children will be in-
terested to learn that tunes of this type were sung by the Pilgrims both 
in England and America and that psalm tunes were the first religious 
melodies used by them when they settled in New England. 
- -
These tunes are dignified, plain and severe. There is always one 
note to a syllable and every note has a change of chord. The melodies 
themselves come from plainsong melodies, secular melodies known by the 
people and original tunes. The origin of both chorales and psalm tunes 
is the same. The difference between the two is marked, however, the 
chorales being flexible and the psalm t~es ri~id. The hymn books con-
taining these psalm tunes were called Psalters. From them come the fol-
lowing examples: 
St. Michael 
Ol<;i One Hundreth 
st. Michael 
Old 124th 
St. Flavian 
Tallis' Canon 
Tallis' Ordinal 
Winchester Old 
Dundee 
Durifermline 
st. Anne 
Stuttgart 
Genevan Psalter 
Genevan Psalter 
Genevan Psalter 
Genevan Psalter 
John Day's Psalter 
Thomas Tallis 
Thomas Tallis 
Estes' Psalter 
Scottish Psalter 
Scottish Psalter 
William Croft 
Psalmodia Sacra, Gotha 
1543 
1551 
1551 
1552 
1562 
1567 
1567 
1592 
1615 
1615 
1708 
1715 
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The Early English Hymn ~. When the prejudice to hymns of hu- ' 
man composure was broken, mainly through the efforts of the youthful 
Isaac Watts, a hymn tune came into being that showed considerable change 
from the psalm tunes. These early English hymn tunes were livelier and 
more varied, being less rigid and more florid than the older psalm tunes. 
Instead of a change of chord on every note we find the chord being used 
for several notes. Three-part time became very common and the effect of 
the new English hymn tune was more emotional, spontaneous and popular. 
From this group come .the following well known tunes: 
Christmas 
Wareham 
Lyons 
America 
Adestes Fideles 
Arlington 
Italian Hymn 
st. Thomas 
Darwell's l48th 
Hursley 
Mile 1 s Lane 
Truro 
Duke Street 
Austrian Hymn 
George Friedrich Handel 
William Knapp 
1728 
1738 
1737 -1806 
1740 
J. Michael Haydn 
Thesaurus Musicus 
J. F. Wade's Cantus 
Thomas A. Arne 
Felice De Giardini 
Diversi 1751 
A. William's Psalmody 
Johri Darwell 
Kathaasches Gesangbuch 
William Shrubsole 
Psalmodia Evangelica 
John Hatton 
Francis Joseph Haydn 
1762 
1769 
1770 
1770 
1774 
1779 
1789 
1793 
1797 
The Nineteenth Century English Hymn ~· The 19th century was 
one of emotionalism and h~ tunes felt the e~~ect\becoming sweeter and 
more expressive. Harmony became very important and discords were used 
freely. The tunes were even more florid melodically using many slurred 
notes. The melodies and rhythms as a whole became much less rugged. 
Yfuile this period hardly produced the strongest hymn tunes, it no doubt 
- . 
produced the largest proportion of English hymn tunes used and loved 
even today. · Some of the best known are as follows: 
Greenland 
Mendon 
Lancashire 
Mendelssohn 
N..anoah 
St. George 1 s., Windsor 
Hollings ide 
Nice a 
Eventide 
Aurelia 
Regent Square 
Merri4 
Laudes .Domini 
Diadema.ta 
Pilgrims 
Vox Dilecti 
Ellers 
st. Gertrude 
Maryton 
Beatitude 
Uargaret 
Materna 
J. Michael Haydn 
German Melod;y" arr. Dyer 
Henry Smart 
Felix :Menc1elssohn 
H. :W. Greatorex Collection 
George B. Elvey 
John B. Dykes 
John B. Dykes 
William Henry Monk 
Samuel S. Wesley 
Henry Smart 
Joseph Barnby 
Joseph Barnby 
George B. El vey 
Henry Smart 
John B. Dykes 
Edward J. Hopkins 
Arthur s. Sullivan 
Henry Percy Smith 
John B. DYkes 
Timo tby R. Mat thews 
Samuel A. Ward 
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1819 
1828 
1836 
1840 
·18.51 
18.59 
1861 
1861 
1861 
18~ 
1867 
1868 
1868 
1868 
1868 
1868 
1869 
1871. 
1874 
1.87.5 
1876 
1882 
Twentieth Century English Hymn Tunes. The 20th century melodies 
show some very interesting trends. There seems to be a rettu-n to strong 
harmonies and a new freedom in rhythm. Melodies are again simple and di-
atonic rather than chromatic. Old folk songs a..'rld national melodies are 
being utilized and once again the medieval plainsongs are attractjng 
attention. Of particular :interest to the junior choir dll'ector is the 
increased use of descants Yrith hymns and the unison hymn with an :instru-
mental type of accompaniment. Here again the junior choll' m...<ty benefit 
from such arrangements. Tne follo~dng tunes reflect these tendencies: 
S:ine Nomine 
Kendal 
Terra Beata 
Crusader 1 s Hymn 
Picardy 
Tony-botel 
Pioneers 
st. Columba 
H:y:r.~l 
R. Vaughn Williams 
Arthur Somervell 
Traditional English Melody 
Silesian Folk Song 
F.rench ·Traditional Carol 
Welsh Hymn Melody 
·Martin Shaw: 
Ancient Irish Hymn Melody 
Rowland H. Prichard 
1906 
1906 
1925 
1855 
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The American~~· While America's contribution to hymn 
tune literature has not been as great nor as extensive as that of Eng-
land or Germany, there is, nevertheless, much of value in the develop-
ment of church music appreciation within the junior choir. 
The earliest American tunes are simple, tuneful and because they 
are easily remembered, prove very practical. The folk song idiom is 
easily detected a'Yld while the tunes are not elaborate they have a 
strength of character and a variety in style which should not be over-
looked. We are indebted to Lowell Mason and Thomas Hastings for the 
best to come from this period. It would not be amiss to point out, that 
the man who is known as the Father of Public School J..'Usic was also a 
leader in the field of early American church music. In fact, Mason's 
hymn tunes and not the school music melodies which he wrote for the 
children of that era are still in use today. Some examples are as follows: 
Hamburg 
Missionary Hymn 
Olivet · 
Bethany 
Top lady 
Zion 
Ortonville 
Retreat 
Mason 
It 
" 
" Hastings 
" It 
" 
1824 
1829 
1833 
18.56 
1830 
1830 
1836 
1842 
As our country developed, our musical culture felt the influence 
of European composers and performers and resulted in a finer type of 
hymn tune. Outstanding for his contributions to this field was the 
great Horatio Parker whose tunes are on a par with the best of all time. 
From his works and others we glean the following worthy examples which 
might well furnish musical inspiration to our junior singers. 
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Carol Willis 1850 
Bread of Life Sherwin 1877 
Chautauqua ti 1877 
Marion Mess iter 1883 
Garden City Parker 1893 
Jubilate 
" 
1894 
Pro Patria 
" 
1894 
Pixham It 1901 
This brief survey can serve as a guide in the selection of worthy 
hymn tunes useful in a program of church music training for children. 
They need to sing some from each group in order to provide an experience 
which is broad and variErl and not limited to any particular type. It is 
fairly safe to assume also, that if a tune is chosen which is recognized 
for its lasting qualities, the hymn itself will probably not be too ~ 
ior in quality. At least, most teachers are better qualified to ~ on 
the literary qualities of a hymn than on the musical aspects of its tune. 
Hymn texts for children. The question of proper texts is a moot 
one. There are those Who feel that children should be expected to sing 
only those hymns which they can readily understand. Others contend, and 
rightly so, that if children are expected to learn portions of the Holy 
Scriptures which they may not fully understa.nd at the time, then it is 
of value for them to sing hymns of recognized merit even though they may 
not immediately comprehend the complete meaning. 
Certainly the child should experience both types, those written 
expressly for him and those which will increase in meaning with the 
years. A program of church music education should aim to acquaint 
children as early as possible \r.Lth lasting materials. Some which they 
enjoy include the following: 
All Creatures of our God and King 
All Glory, Laud and Honor 
All Praise to Thee, My God 
All Things Bright and Beautiful 
Angel Voices Ever Singing 
As with Gladness Men of Old 
Christ the Lord is Risen Today 
Church has One Foundation, The 
Day of Ressurrection, The 
Dear Lord and Father of Mankind 
Fairest Lord Jesus 
For all the Saints 
For the Beauty of the Earth 
God's Free Mercy Streameth 
Hidden Years of Nazerath, The 
Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty 
Hushed was the Evening Hymn 
I Love the Sacred Book of God 
Into the Woods MY Master Went 
I Think when I read that SWeet Story 
I Would be True 
Jesus; Friend of Little Children 
Jesus, the very Thought of Thee 
King of Love my Shepherd Is, The 
Lead on, 0 King, Eternal 
Lo, He 'Comes · 
Lord, in the Morning 
Lord Jehovah Reigns,. The 
Master, No Offering 
Mighty Fortress is our God, A 
Now Thank we all olir God 
Now the Day is Over 
0 Come, 0 Come Enunanuel 
0 God, our Help in Ages Past 
Once in Royal David•s City 
0 sacred Head now Wounded 
Praise, oh Praise our God 
Praise to the Lord, the Almighty 
Lasst uns Erfreuen 
St. Theodcilph 
Tallis Canon 
Royal Oak 
Angel Voices 
Dix 
Worgan 
Aurelia 
Lancashire 
Whittier 
Crusader's Hymn 
Sine Nomine 
Dix 
Ruih 
Nazerath 
Nicea 
Samuel 
Hamburg 
Lanier 
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Old Greek Folk Tune 
Peck 
Sirilonside 
st. Agnes 
Dominus Regit 
Lancashire 
st. Thomas 
Mear 
Millennium 
Love's Offering 
Ein Feste Burgr 
Nun Danket 
Merrial 
veni Emmanuel 
st. Anne 
Irby 
Passion Chorale 
Monkland 
Lobe den Herren 
Praise ye the Father 
Purer Yet and Purer 
Rejoice Ye Pure in Heart 
Saviour, while my Heart is Tender 
Sv£eetly the Holy Hymn 
This is my Father's World 
Wake Awake for Night is Flying 
We Gather Together 
~ben Morning Gilds the Skies 
When the Lord of Love was Here 
Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Ones 
Flemming 
Mary Magdalene 
Marion 
Brocklesbury 
Greeriworth 
Terra Beata 
·~v-achet Auf 
Kremser 
Laudes Domini 
Armstrong 
Lasst uns Erfreuen 
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Those who desire to use hymns adapted for children but set to the 
best hymn tunes, will do well to acquaint themselves with recommended 
hymnals as found in Appendix C • 
The most recent children's hymnal to come to the attention of the 
writer, is one entitled "Our Songs of Praise", published by Concordia 
for the Missouri Synod of the Lutheran Church. Here fine tunes are used 
for settings of original texts written especially for the young child. 
They are attractive texts and dignity in their musical settings is 
maintained throughout. The children's edition consists of the melody 
. . 
only and as such is of particular value to a primary choir. Its format 
follows a beginning music text for the early grades and is ideal also for 
the music period in a Christian day school. Every children's choir di-
rector should become acquainted with this unique child•s hymnal. 
American religious folk music. America has contributed other 
sacred music which is well adapted to the junior singer. More familiar 
than much of the composed music is that vvhich we designate as religious 
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folk song. Of several classifications, the best known is that of the 
negro spiritual. This term sometimes refers incorrectly to negro . songs 
v1hich are work songs, jubilees, etc. The true negro spiritual can be a 
truly inspiring form of sacred music. It is suggested that the children 
hear recordings of spirituals sung by great negro artists such as Marion 
Anderson and Roland Hayes as they reverently interpret this moving 
religious music. For the children's use, an inexpensive collection of 
spirituals published by Mayfair Music Co. entitled Fifty Famous Spirit-
uals is valuable. They are arranged so that they may be sung in from 
one to three parts. Some spirituals which children enjoy are: 
Deep River 
Go Tell it on the Mountain 
Listen to the Lambs 
Lord, I want to be a Christian in my Heart 
Nobody knows the trouble I 1ve Seen 
Qh, Lord, What a Morning 
steal Away 
We are Climbing Jacob's Ladder 
Were You There? 
Another group of religious folk song which is becoming quite im-
portant in religious choral organi~a~ions is the "white spiritual"• 
Many of these are found in the shape-note hymn books peculiar to certain 
localities of the South or have come down to us orally. Being modal in 
harmonic structure they sound strange to some as do the old plainsongs. 
Here again exposure to this music is the only way to build an apprecia-
. . 
tion for it. The progressive junior choir director may wish to acquaint 
. . . 
the children with some of these. The works of John Jacob Niles are made 
up entirely of these spirituals among which are found: 
The Robin and the Thorn 
SWeet Mary and her Baby 
I Wonder as I Wander 
10 Christmas Carols of John Jacob Niles 
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Another lovely number is one called "Jesus Walked this Lonesome Valley« 
and is found in one instance in Great Songs ~Faith by the Krones. 
Two additional areas of religious folk music which we might call 
a sort of popular music is that of the gospel song and present day 
evangelistic choruses, both of which are used in abundance in the evan-
gelical church. Because both are of too recent usage to be able to 
determine those which will live and therefore worthy to be inCluded in a 
program of church music education and because this paper is limited to 
an educational program, it seems unnecessary to discuss further that 
which is already well known in the evangelical church. 
II .. EFFECTIVE CHOIR MATERIALS 
Broadening choir music concepts. When we speak of choir music 
we are dealing with ~hat body of music which embraces services, anthems, 
chants and responses. In ~he evangelical church we are concerned only 
with anthems and responses. The Service is a more or less elaborate 
musical setting of the Liturgy and used only in ritualistic churches. 
Chants are equally non-existent in the evangelical church. 
The anthem. The anthem as commonly understood is simply a com-
position sung by the choir as its nspecialn contribution to the church 
service. While technically speaking there are certain characteristics 
which mark a true anthem, for all practical purposes it will be treated 
here in its general connotation. 
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Appropriate texts. The importance of the anthem demands the care-
ful consideration of the junior choir director. In the evangelical 
church the emphasis ought to be on anthems which use Biblical texts. A 
church which stresses personal knowledge of the Bible should not be slack 
in utilizing this type. Too often it has been satisfied with trite lit-
erary texts in equally trite musical settings. One can only conclude 
that such practice is due to a limited knowledge of materials of this 
nature rather than wilful neglect. Certainly Adventist junior choir di-
rectors need to re-examine choral materials in denominational use to see 
if ·they are in harmony w1 th the admonition laid dovm by its founder "Who 
declared that "there are few means more effective for fixing His words 
in the memory than repeating them in song. ~··· ····l:t is one of the most 
effective means of impressing the heart with spiritual truths.n1 Seek-
ing the forms which utilize Biblical texts will reveal much fine sacred 
music in the form of anthems, oratorio arias and choruses, and sacred 
art songs of great value. 
The importance of memorizing Biblical texts through singing ~· 
The value of memorizing passages of Scripture through singing should not 
be overlooked. The writer knows from personal experience that she can 
repeat more passages of Scripture learned through singing than the doz-
ens of texts she was required to memorize in certain Bible courses taken 
on the secondary and college levels. 
~len G. White, Education (Mountain View, California; Pacific 
Press Publishing Association, 1963), p. 167, 
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But because an anthem utilizes Biblical words is no assurance that 
its musical setting is of equal merit. Moreover, one should not feel 
that those which have original words are inappropriate. Many of them 
speak the same truth in different words. Still others are appropriate 
thoughts expressed with distinctive beauty. One must study the text and 
music together to decide if the composition is appropriate to the church 
service or better adapted to the sacred concert. There is a great differ-
ence in the attitudes of various denominations on this point. In the 
evangelical church the use of scriptural settings is a safe procedure. 
Anthem sources. The junior choir director in her search for rep-
resentative music will derive anthem materials from many sources. One 
of the most useful will be lovely hymns from the hymnal, the importance 
of which has already been emphasized. The simplest method of using the 
hymn as an anthem is to sing it in unison with an attractive organ or 
other instrumental accompaniment. It is not necessary to purchase indi-
vidual copies of a hymn for it can be learned from the hymnal. It is 
only necessary for the accompanist to use a setting that is a bit more 
elaborate than the usual four part harmony or to create a setting by 
registrating the organ accompaniment so as to enhance the rendition by 
the children. If this is not feasible, it is not difficult to find at-
tractive hymn settings in most of the collections edited for junior cho:irs. 
Descants useful ~ creating anthems. The addition of a descant 
has become increasingly useful in creating an anthem from a hymn. This 
type of ornamentation is very effective if not overdone and many which 
are artistically arranged for junior choirs include: 
Davis 
Krones 
Green Hill Junior Choir and Duet Book 
Great Songs of Faith 
The E. c. Schirmer Descant Series 
Chorales as anthems. The German chorales provide excellent 
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anthem possibilities and are found in abundance arranged for children's 
voices. These vary in degree of difficulty and are available for unison, 
two, three and four part treble choirs. 
Study those especially arranged by Bach, the master of chorale 
harmonization. In his hand many of these tunes became musical gems in 
new and varied settings. A perusal of Bach chorales will convince the 
junior choir director that they offer some of the choicest material 
available. 
Music within the child's comprehension and interest should not be 
the only type of music presented to the child. Some music such as 
some of the chorales of Bach are beyond the comprehension of the 
child both in text and music. They should not for this reason, how-
ever, be cast out of the child's repertory. He can have a feeling 
for the beauty of the music which as he grows older, develops into a 
greater understanding and appreciation because of this early acquain-
tance with Bach.2 
While chorales sung in unison are very effective, those in parts 
are even more satisfying. Some fine collections arranged for two, three 
and four part choirs include the following: 
Bach-Geer 
Bach-Geer 
Buszin 
Pfatteicher 
Schroeder 
Book of 26 Chorales 
Book of 27 Chorales 
Motets and Chorales for Treble Choirs 
Christian Church Year in:.Chorales 
Chorales for Unchanged Voices · 
ECS 
ECS 
HMc 
CF 
HMc 
2B. Marian Brooks and Harry A. Brown, Music Education in the Elemen-
tary School (New York: American Book Company, 1946); p. 1~.--
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Carols as anthem materials. The carol as a source of attractive 
anthems for special festive occasions such as Christmas and Easter is a 
fruitful one. They are effective as simple unison numbers with attrac-
tive instrumental accompaniments or the more compl~x settings in two, 
three and four part harmony. At probably no other time is the junior 
choir more appreciated for its beautiful contribution to religious music 
than at the Christmas season particularly. The natural sweetness and 
unaffected simplicity of fresh young voices greatly enhances these simple 
melodies of folk origin. Most collections contain good arrangements of 
such carols. In fact, the carol is probably the most exploited musical 
form. Effective anthem settings of many carols will be found in the list 
of Christmas music included in this study, and consideration should be 
given the following useful collections: 
Andria, de 
Coleman-Jorgeson 
Dearmer, Shaw 
and Viilliams 
Duchow 
Frothingham 
Geer 
Heller 
Hjertaas 
Hughes, Sheehan 
and Vernon 
Krones, Beatrice 
and Max 
Kvamme 
Martin 
Marzo 
Niles 
Oberndorfer, 
Anne and Marx 
Richardson 
Rontgen 
Traditional 
Verrall 
5 Old French Christmas Carols 
Christmas Carols from Many Countries 
Oxford Book of '.Carols, The 
A Carol Choir 
Descants on 10 Christmas Carols and Hymns 
15 Two Part Christmas Carols 
-Christmas , Its Carols, Customs and Legends 
Songs for Christmas 
Descants on Christmas Carols 
Descants for Chrtstmas 
Christmas Carol:;.er' s Book 
Noels, Old and New 
Fifty Carols from All Nations 
10 Christmas Carols 
Noels, A Collection of Christmas Carols 
Sing We Now at Christmas 
6 Old Dutch Carols 
Czech Christmas Carols 
Carols and Songs for Christmas Tide 
CF 
GS 
Ox 
BMC 
CFS 
ECS 
ID!c 
APH 
HMc 
NAK 
HMc 
HMc 
WMC 
GS 
HTF 
WMC 
APS 
E:CS 
BMC 
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Mass ·and motet materials. The Catholic church has contributed 
much fine nmsic in the form of plainsong, the mass and the Lati.'Yl motet. 
The limited use of the plainsong or Gregar'ian chant in the evangelica l 
church has been discussed earlier. The use of excerpts from masses, 
however, needs some clarification. To many Protestants the very word 
"mass" is distasteful and great :trejudice exists ·tav;ard any<"Lhing that 
comes from such a source., Here tolerance a;nd understa!rling need to be 
developed. The children should learn the · meaning of those portions of 
the mass mich :nny have choral settings sudl as the Kyrie Eleison, Gloria 
in Ex:celsis, Sanctus, credo, Benedictus and Agnus Dei. They should 
understand that the mass as a form of music similar in size to the ora-
torio and can ta.ta was developed by the great composers, Protestant and 
Catholic alike, because of tte exalted texts employed. They should also 
lmow that the masses of which we speak were mare often 11ritten as sacred 
concert material r a ther than as an accompaniment to the liturgy of the 
Catholic Mass itself. Nunbers from masses which have been successfully 
used with Protestant children's choirs include: 
Franck 
Gounod-Page 
Gounod-Grant 
Mozart 
0 Lord :Most Holy 
Blessed is He That Cometh 
Sanctus 
JU.leluia 
BMC 2373 
CCB 492 
BMC 
LOR 8258 
The motet as a distinctive contribution of the Roman Church is 
also lj.mited in usefulness for tl:B junior' cho:lr for two reasons. The 
:first is due to the fact that 15th and 16th century motets were poly-
phonic in structure and as such were sung a cappella. Since the average 
junior d10:ir si:r.gs in unison or t1'ro part harroony, it is not very effec-
tive in presenting many voiced compositions unaccompanied. The second 
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handicap to the use of the Latin motet is the fact that it sounds best 
in Latin. When translated into English it loses much of its musical 
beauty. Nevertheless, occasionally one findseffective settings adapted 
to the junior choir and when feasible should be introduced to the chil-
dren. They should learn something about Palestrina particularly and 
the contribution which he made to this type of church music. 
Russian liturgical music. Other beautiful anthems made available 
for children are arrangements of Russian choral music. This liturgical 
music of the Eastern Church has a distinctive beauty and in spite of its 
origin as liturgical music seems to have become firmly grounded in Pro-
testant church music literature. "While it, too, loses much when limited 
to two and three part harmony, since its most characteristic feature is 
a full harmonic setting, nevertheless, it seems important that j unior 
choirs experience this type of music also. One great value in the use 
of such materials is the fact that its text is rich in adoration, an ex-
perience quite limited in the evangelical religious concept. 
It is not difficult to locate anthems in this classification, be-
cause they have been written by most Russian composers. Look for the 
religious music by Bortniansky, Glinka, Gretchaninoff, Ippolitov-Ivanov, 
Kastalsky, Schuetky, Shvedov, Tschaikovsky, and t he more recent master, 
Rachmaninov. The discoveries will be rewarding to director and children 
alike. 
The English anthem. The English anthem is the counterpart to the 
Latin motet. It developed within the Church of England and many of these 
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fine materials are available to children's choirs in an adapted form. 
They are always dignified and churchly, simple and straightforward and 
should be sung without affectation. Most of the music which was written 
for use in the Church of England has a wholesome restraint that adapts 
well to junior voices. The lack of over emotionalism is well marked in 
these materials and is desirable in religious music. Some writers of 
English church music whose works are reco:mr:1ended are: 
Attwood Davies Holst Sullivan 
Baker Deans Milford Tallis 
Brook Dunhill Purcell Thompson 
Buck Elgar Robson Vaughn Williams 
Cornelius Farrant Shaw Wesley 
Crotch Greene Stainer 
English writers seem to be far in advance of other composers in 
lvriting for young voices. Centuries of English boy choirs have no doubt 
built a tradition of choral excellency in composition which exploits the 
boy chorister and thus adapts to children's choirs as well. Here then 
is another veritable mine of sacred musical gems. 
The sacred ~ song. Attention has been given hymns and chorales, 
reiigious folksongs and anthems as sources upon which to draw for effec-
tive junior choir music. Two forms yet remain for consideration, the 
first of which is the sacred art song. This coined phrase is descriptive 
of the many sacred songs that are used regularly by church soloists. 
This music falls into the categories of good, bad and i~different and 
hence must be used with discrimination. The use of these sacred songs is 
particularly effective with the one part choir of unchanged voices. They 
help in broadening the range of the voices, are excellent in developing 
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a true uniron tone quality, and encourage a diction vlhich is clear an:l 
uniform. They also provide worrlerful opportunities for study in inter-
pretati.on. Some -which have been successful with children's cho:irs are: 
Allitsen 
Davis 
Harker 
Lid<D..e 
Malotte 
Scott 
Shelley 
The Lord is My Lig."l1t 
Trust in too Lord 
Ho-vr Beautiful Upon tre Mountains 
How Lovely are ~1y Dwellings 
llie Lord t s Prayer 
Cone Ye Blessed 
Th3 King of Love my Shepherd is 
BH 
GMC 
GS 
BH 
GS 
GS 
GS 
11J:ost of these songs are based on BiblicaJ. texts so the problem of 
memorizing is a simple one. Om particular obstacle to using this type 
of material is 1:hat it is not usuaJJ.y available in octavo form and there-
fore must be taught by rote since the securing of copies at $.5o or $.60 
each would be II' ohibitive. Too wards may be vvritten on tl:e board and 
the melody taught by phrases in the tradi tior..al rote me tho d. Under no 
circumstances is it permissible to copy tre music in any manner if the 
material is copyri~ted. HOt'lcver, because these songs usually have an 
appealing melody it is net at all difficult to teach a song in the man-
v.er suggested. 
The oratorio as a source ~anthem materials. Another group of 
solos which are effective when sung in unison by children's choirs may 
be lifted from their original settings in oratorio and cantatas. Many 
of these arias are too difficult and too long to be sung by children 
but a large nuni:>er of them are very beautiful performed by a group of 
undla.nged voices. Some which children: like to sing are:· 
Handel Angels Ever Bright arrl Fa:ir 
Come Unto Me 
He Shall Feed His Flock 
Theodora 
Messiah 
Messiah 
Mendelssohn But the Lord is Mindful of His Own 
If m th All your Hearts 
St. Paul 
Elijah 
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0 for the Wings of a Dove Hymn of Praise 
Some of these songs may have to be transposed to a higher or low-
er key in order that they do not go beyond the proper range limit for 
children's voices. Some may need to be cut in length also. The more 
florid of these arias are best adapted for concert rather than church 
use. They are valuable in developing flexibility of the voice. 
Many numbers from oratorios and cantatas have been arranged for 
two and three part choirs and are very useful in this manner. Look for 
works by Gounod, Handel, Haydn, Mendelssohn and Stainer among the list 
of materials suggested at the close of this study and in the many col-
lections which are recommended. It is best to use materials in their 
original settings whenever possible but this is not always practical 
when working I'd th children since adjustments as to length, range and num-
ber of parts are necessary. One way in which the original setting may be 
used is by combining junior and senior choirs. This may be done in sev-
eral ways and will serve to acquaint the children with the standard re-
ligious works of importance in a program of church music education. 
First experiences in oratorio and cantata materials. It has been 
found satisfactory to combine the children with the adults on certain 
numbers of an oratorio or cantata when presented as a special concert. 
Children have sometimes sung certain simple arias and chorales in unison 
such as those included in the larger works of Bach and Mendelssohn. It 
has also been found successful to let the children participate on certain 
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choruses. It is not to be assumed that their contribution would make 
much difference in the total effect of numbers such as the Hallelujah 
Chorus from the Messiah but the effect on the children themselves is im-
portant and of even greater value is the influence it has on the whole 
choral program of sacred music education within the church itself. 
Combining ~children~ the adult choir~ anthem materials. 
It is often desirable to have the children sing in unison on the solo 
pe-trts of a regular anthem. This will frequently be found to be more ef-
fective than when performed by an adult singer who is not too capable, a 
situation •vhich exists in many churches. 
Making ~ children part of ~ adult choir itself. Another pos-
sibility is to include the children as members of the regular choir which 
functions from week to week. This is particularly desirable when it is 
not feasible to conduct a junior choir as a separate organization. One 
choir director has successfully blended the junior choir with the sing-
ers of the adult choir in an effective organization which has a regular 
attendance of 70 or more at each of its weekly appearances. A large pro-
portion of the choir consists of the children of whom she expects a per-
formance of standard church materials with no compromise in quality. Af-
ter several years of choir work in this way she would not go back to the 
separate choirs she once conducted. Why this method is not practiced in 
soma of the smaller churches is hard to understand since this is the plan 
as practiced by the well known boy choirs throughout the world. The boys 
sing soprano and a1 to and the men supply the tenor and the bass. In com-
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bining children and adults, the children can sing soprano and alto parts 
along with the women providing the director confines the singing of the 
children to the proper range and is successful in blending the colorless 
unchanged voices with the highly colored voices of the adults. This is 
not always easy but it is possible to do so without sacrificing the light 
quality of the immature voices. No harsh singing should be permitted by 
either the children or adults. Keeping the quality light and unforced 
will secure a beautiful churchly quality that will be a great improvement 
over much of the horrible tones that sometimes emit from some adult sing-
ers in many choirs. In combining children with adu.l ts in this manner 
there should be no attempt to ''play down" to the children so to speak; 
the quality of music and its performance should be kept high and the di-
rector may be surprised to find that the children will accept the chal-
lenge and will not be as prejudiced or opinionated as the adults in their 
likes and dislikes. Such a plan as is suggested here has been used with 
success in some smaller churches and is one possible solution to main-
taining a choir in the church of limited musical resources. It has waked 
for some and is worth the tr,Y by those who have the same problems. 
In the case of the parochial school teacher who feels handicapped 
in developing an independent children's choir, the above plan should be 
attempted. By working hand in hand with the adult choir director, the 
children can learn the .choir anthems in the regular music period. Many 
directors would welcome the opportunity to train the children in this way 
if the teacher will only set apart a regular time for rehearsal during 
the regular school program. In several instances this has been accom-
plished with success and inspiration to the children and the entire 
choral program of the church. 
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A resume of the choral contribution of various communions. As one 
----- -
reviews the development of church music over the past four hundred years, 
one must recognize the contributions that have been made by the various 
communions. From the Roman church came the plainsong, mass and the Latin 
motet. The Reformation churches gave birth to the chorale and the Eng-
lish Psalm tune,~nile the Church of England contributed the English hymn, 
the anthem and the Anglican chant. The Russian countries gave us the 
beautiful Russian liturgical music and from all religious groups have 
come the myriads of lovely carols. ~bat, may we ask, is the distinctive 
contribution of our own American groups? We mention the religious folk 
music with its spirituals as well as gospel songs and choruses. Serious 
writers of religious music have contributed many original anthems of mer-
it also but probably the greatest contribution as far as junior choirs 
are concerned is the creation of the junior choir organization itself. 
Birth of the junior choir. It was here in America that the idea 
of a junior choir was born. Tribute should be given to the woman who 
originated the master plan for junior choir training. As the pioneer of 
modern junior choirs, Elizabet h Van Fleet Vosseler established the first 
choir school for children in Flemington, New Jersey in 1895 with a nu-
cleus of four little girls. From this humble beginning there has devel-
oped a chain of children's choirs which spans our country and regularly 
adds additional l i nks from multitudes of churches of various creeds and 
beliefs. 
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Graded choirs in the churches have been nurtured and developed in 
many of them because of a definite program in religious education. With 
this new interest has come increased activity in the field of composing 
and arranging vd. th the needs of the child voice in mind. As one examines 
the many fine junior choir anthems one must be grateful for the time and 
effort of the dedicated men and women who have made these materials 
available. We pay tribute to the host of composers, editors and arrang-
ers for the contributions they have made. Without their unceasing ef-
forts to make available works of merit the education of junior choirs 
would be a discouraging one indeed. 
W'e must also pay tribute to the program of music education made 
availabl e to the boys and girls in the school systems in the land. The 
past 40 years have seen tremendous progress in this field. Standards 
and ideals set forth by many school music educat ors have challenged the 
church in her program of church music education. To them we are grate-
ful for the necessity of revamping the methods and materials used by the 
church and in making available so much that can be adapted to its work. 
As the junior choir director turns to her program of church music educa-
tion, may she avail herself of the help that has been provided for her 
so generously by the leaders in music education in the church and the 
school as well. 
CHAPTER VI 
REOOMMENDED MATERIALS 
The attention of the choir teacher is now directed to a sugges-
tive list of materials which experience has proved successful with junior 
choirs. No attempt has been made to cover the field of junior choir mu-
sic available, but rather to limit the study to those materials which 
have proved worthy of the efforts of singers and directors alike. In 
spite of an attempt at limitation a director may well be confused 'men 
confronted with the many suggestions made. 1'ihich way shall she turn and 
how may she choose wisely? The question is one of a discriminating per-
sonal taste. In addition the item of expense may have to be taken into 
consideration. Because of this it is frequently necessary to choose a 
collection of songs that will satisfy the needs of the · choir for a season. 
Vfuen this is done it must be remembered that few collections contain songs 
which are all first class in quality. How will the director -know which 
numbers are best and therefore to be selected? Louise MYers gives some 
pertinent advice on the choosing of materials which is applicable to re-
ligious as well as secular music. She suggests that it is necessary to 
study carefully a proposed song to see 
if it is of proper range and difficulty, 
if it remains in the memory after study, 
if the rhythm is smooth, 
if it is the proper length, 
if its text is proper, worthy, (and we add, theologically sound) 
if the words are easily sung, 
if the words and music agree, 
if other children liked to sing it, 
if the song has permanent value, 
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if it qualifies as good music, 
if it does all these things it is good and is worthy to teach to the 
children.l 
The success of her choice will be in direct proportion to her own 
musical taste. A teacher with a fine music appreciation will be so en-
thusiastic in her appreciation for a number that the children will re-
spond in a similar way. Enthusiasm is catching and children are easily 
influenced. The teacher must be. careful, however, lest the music chosen 
be limited in scope. The choice should be o.f three kinds: .folk music, 
music of the masters and music composed particularly for children. All 
three types will be found in the suggested materials which .follow. I.f a 
proper balance is maintained between all of these,the choir's education 
will tend in the right direction. 
In the materials which follow will be found materials to challenge 
both the experienced and inexperienced junior choir singer. Many fine 
numbers are included but the teacher must discover for herself those which 
she can direct with authority. She must keep in mind the words of the 
poet who said: 
"Thy soul must overflow 
,If thou another's soul wouldst reach." 
lMyers, 2• ~., p. 38. 
OJLLECTIONS FOR UNISON AND TI~'D PART TREBLE CHOIRS 
Bixby & Bliss 
Curry 
Davis 
Ehret 
Foote 
Grant 
Harper 
Harts 
Holler 
Krones 
Lundquist 
Lutkin 
Malmin 
Junior Choir Collections 
Volumes I, II, III 
Anthems for the Junior Choir 
Volumes I, II, III 
Belfrey Book, The 
Green Hill Junior Choir and Duet Book, The 
Rejoice and Sing 
Early Junior Choir Album 
·Choral Gems from the Masters 
More Choral Gems from the Masters 
Junior Intermediate Anthem Book, The 
Birchard Two Part Choir 
Books I and II 
Harts Jnnior Church Choir Year Book, The 
Junior Choir Anthem Books 
Volumes I, II, IV, V 
Great Songs of Faith 
Little Church Choir Book, The 
Aeolian Collections of Anthems 
Songs and aymns for Treble Voices 
Songs of Devotion 
Martin, Thiel & Treble <lloir, The 
'White 
Mueller 
Pfatteicher 
Rutenbeck 
Schirmer's 
Two Part Anthem Book, The 
Mueller ·Choir Anthem Book, The 
Christian Church Year in Chorals, The 
Junior Choir Church Year, The 
Two Part Choruses for Junior Choir 
88 
WMC 
WP 
MPH 
ECS 
BI 
HF 
BMC 
BMC 
OD 
OCB 
EHM 
HWG 
NAK 
ECS 
HTF. 
APH 
NP.K 
ID.fc 
HF 
GS 
Warren Fair Haven Junior Cho i r and Duet Book, The 
Will an We All Praise Thee 
Williams Junior Choir Anthems 
IDLLECTIONS FOR THREE AND FOUR PART TREBLE CHOIRS 
Bach-Geer 
Buszi n 
Christiansen 
Davis 
Ehret 
Ganschaw 
Mal min 
Moyer 
Schroeder 
Stelzer 
Wohlfield 
Bach 
Beethoven 
Brook 
Darst 
Book of 26 'Chorales 
Book of 27 Chorales 
Motets and Chorales for Treble Choirs 
Fifty Famous Hymns 
Green Hill Three ,Part Sacred Music 
With Vofces Raised 
:SOngs and Hymns for Junior Choir 
Songs and, Anthems for Treble Voices 
Prayer and Praise 
Chorales for Unchanged Voices 
Sacred Song Series #1 and 2 
HYmns and Anthems for Treble Choirs 
GENERAL ANTHEMS FOR . UNISON TREBLE CHOIRS 
Come, Together Let Us Sing 
Flocks in Pastures Green Abiding 
Grant Me True Courage, Lord 
My Heart Ever Faithful 
Heavens are Declaring, The 
Heavens are Telling, The 
Lamb, The 
0 God of Youth 
89 
ECS 
CPH 
CCB 
ECS 
ECS 
HMc 
APH 
ECS 
BI 
WMC 
APH 
CF 
HMc 
CPH 
HMc 
ECS 1001 
Ox 1631 
ECS 1897 
OD 1.4323 
GS 8033 
ECS 1046 
ox 1007 
ffiVG 2147 . 
Deans 
Gounod 
Greene-Roper 
Grieg-Black 
Handel 
Marryott 
Mendelssohn 
Mozart 
Robson 
Schubert 
Shaw 
Stainer 
Thompson 
Trew 
Lord of an Earth of Glory 
Praise Ye the Father 
There is a Green Hill Far Away 
Praised be the Lord 
Jesu, Blest Redeemer 
Angels Ever Bright and Fair 
Come Unto Him 
Let the Bright Seraphim 
Rejoice Greatly 
Thanks Be to Thee 
I Worship Him 
But the Lord is Mindful of His Own 
If with All Your Hearts 
0 for the Wings of a Dove 
Alleluia 
Framer of the Light 
Your Songs to Jesus Raise 
May Peace with Thee Abide 
Lord My Pasture Shall Prepare, The 
Golden Shore, The 
Shepherd Boy Sings in the Valley of 
Humiliation 
Brother James• Air 
GENERAL f..NTHEMS FOR TID B\RT TREBLE CHOIRS 
Ambrose-Manney 
Bach 
-Gounod 
-Harts 
-Holler 
-Davis 
-Harts 
0 Come to My Heart, Lord Jesus 
Be Thou Contented 
Father in Heaven 
Lord God, We '\'forship Thee 
Now Thank lie All our God 
0 Jesus so Sweet 
Perfect Peace 
90 
Nov 79 
JF 3159 
ffiVG :)..809 
ox 336 
ffi'TG 1687 
Nov 799 
HViG 1753 
lfvVG 1598 
Nov 71 
ECS 959 
OD 15290 
GS 5854 
GS $896 
IDVG 
Lor 8258 
Nov 69 
Nov 22 
ECS 1078 
CCB 1182 
Nov 143 
ox 19 
ox 1139 
OD 14838 
WMC 1115 
HF 86o51 
CCB 1270 
HWG 1206 
ECS 1570 
CCB 126o 
-Geer 
-Davis 
Beethoven 
Borowski 
Bortniansky 
Brook 
Buck 
Clokey 
Crotch 
:Cruger-Krone 
Davis 
Decius-Davis 
Dvorak 
Edmiston 
Elgar 
Emerson 
Farrant 
Franck 
Gilette 
Rejoice Ye ~istians 
Sheep May Safely, Graze 
0 God, Thy Goodness Reacheth Far 
Heavens are Telling, The 
Angels of Light 
Cherubic Hymn 
Eternal Source of Every Joy 
0 God of Might 
Shepherd, The 
0 Lord God 
Hail, Breath of Life 
(!omfort, 0 Lord, the Soul of Thy Servant 
Now Thank We all . our God 
Good Folk 'r'lho Dwell on Earth 
Let All Things now Living 
Praise to the Lord, the Almighty 
Sicilian Mariner • s Hymn 
Ye Watchers and Ye Holy Ones 
To God on High be Thanks and Praise 
God is my Shepherd 
I Will Sing Thee Songs of Gladness 
Jesus, We Look to Thee 
Aspiration 
Search Me, 0 God 
Lord, for Thy Tender Mercie•s Sake 
Guardian Angel, The 
0 Lord Most Holy 
0 Lord Most Merciful 
Psalm 150 
Lord, We Gome with Hearts Aflame 
' 
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ECS 2238 
GMC 1280 
ECS 1569 
ECS 1980 
HTF 5007 
ECS 1565 
.CCB 1253 
HlfG 1563 
ox 149 
Nov 59 
JF 8235 
ECS 1005 
NAK 4223 
BFvV 626 
ECS 1819 
ECS 1572 
ECS 1844 
E{5 1581 
ECS 1577 
HWG 1886 
GS 8646 
NAX 8263 
BMC 721 
ViMC 2710 
ECS 1013 
ECS ' 498 
BMC 2373 
ECS 1571 
JF 5805 
NAK 6268 
Gluck-Andrews 
Gordon 
Gounod-Grant 
-Grant 
-Kreckel 
Greene-Roper 
Gretchaninoff 
Handel-Warren 
-Davis . 
Haydn..JNarhurst 
-Davis 
Humperdinck-
Shattuck 
Gracious Saviour 
Lord Be With us, The 
Lovely Appear 
Sanctus 
There is a Green Hill Far Away 
Unfold! Ye Portals 
My Lips Shall Speak Thy Praise 
0 God, Attend Untq My Prayer 
Unto Thy Temple, Lord, Vfe Corne 
Daughter of Zion now Rejoice 
How Beautiful are the Feet 
0 Lovely Peace 
Heavens are Telling, The 
Spacious Firmament, The 
Evening Prayer (Light of God, Within us 
Shine) 
@olotov-Ivanov Bless the Lord, 0 My Soul 
-Holler 
Isaao-Ba~avis Now All the Woods are Sleeping 
Jacob Brother James' Air 
Kountz-Deis Prayer of the Norwegian Child 
92 
HWG 1244 
APS 268 
BMC 
BMC 
HWG 1809 
JF 8.589 
ox 1421 
CCB 1274 
CCB 1264 
ECS 19.56 
ECS 1834 
ECS 1039 
TP 212.59 
ECS 1829 
HWG 1$0.5 
HWG 1426 
ECS 1.567 
ox 166 
GS 8289 
Kremser-Davis Vie Gather Together to Ask the Lord•s Bless:ing ECS 1.579 
Krone Crusader's Hymn 
Now Thank We all our God 
Lindemann-Davis . Long Hast Thou Stood, 0 Church of God 
Lutkin Above the Clear Blue Sky 
Lord Bless You and Keep You, The 
Malotte-Deis Lord•s Prayer, The 
Mansfield When the ;crimson Sun 
Marcello Give Ear Unto Me 
NAK 4224 
NJ\...K 4223 
ECS 176.5 
HTF .5008 
CFS 4128 
GS 10094 
APS 169 
HWG 1.522 
Marzo 
McKinney 
Mendelssohn 
Mozart 
-Hart 
-Lutkin 
Mueller 
Protheroe 
Rachmaninov 
Riegger 
Shaw 
Shure 
Yes, God is Good 
Dear Lord and Father of Mankind 
He Watching over Israel 
How Lovely are the Messengers 
Lift Thine Eyes 
Alleluia 
Awake and Sing 
Guide Me, 0 Thou Great Jehovah 
Shepherd Psalm, The 
Lamb, The 
Shepherd Psalm, The 
Glorious Forever 
Triumph, Thanksgiving 
Beautiful Saviour 
Go Forth with God 
With a Voice of S~ging 
His Beauty Now Appears 
Shvedov God Through All 
Stainer Beloved, Let us Love one Another 
Thiman Come, Lord, and Rule the· Earth 
Soldiers of Christ, Arise 
Wesley-street Lead Me, Lord 
Wolfe British Children's Prayer 
GENERAL ANTHEMS FOR THREE PART TREBLE CHOIRS 
Andersen 
Bach-Saar 
-Yihi ttaker 
-street 
-street 
Babes are Sweet 
Dearest Lord Jesus 
For the Law of the Spirit 
o Saviour Sweet 
Passion Chorale 
73 
OD lhi.54 
JF 8562 
ECS 1979 
OD 13346 
BMC 233.5 
BMC 2500 
CCB 1267 
HTF .500.5 
HF86o42 
RTF .5002 
OD 14850 
BMC 1030 
ECS 1S78 
HF 86048 
ECS 191 
GS 10227 
BI 858 
CCB 12S5 
TP 20326 
HWG 1932 
Nov 16 
HWG 1001 
GS 8830 
HMc 2012 
OD 14200 
ox : 4 
HWG 1.51 
HWG 1004 
B:rtniansey-Davis Cherubic Hymn 
Davies Lamb, The 
Jacob Brother James' Air 
Palestrina-Saar 0 Blessed Jesus 
GENERAL ANTHEMS FOR FOUR PART TREBLE CHOIRS 
Bach-Luvaas Come, Spirits, •tis His Day 
Now at Thy Feet Creation Lies 
-Davis 0 Jesu, so Sweet 
Bortniansky Cherubic Hymn 
Divine Praise 
Christiansen Beautiful Saviour 
Gounod-Page Blessed is He 
Kastalsky-Namm Mercy of Peace 
Palestrina Adora.mus Te Christe (Latin Text) 
Protheroe Jesus, Meek and Gentle 
Vesper Hymn, A 
Schuetky Send Forth Thy Spirit 
Shvedov Ti'fe Praise Thee (SSSAA) 
CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS FOR UNIS) N 'IREBLE CHOIRS 
Bach Beside Thy Cradle Here I Stand 
-Dickinson 0 Saviour Sweet 
Baker Holy Babe, The 
Baynon Child's Thanksgiving, A 
Bitgood Christmas Candle, The 
.cornelius Christmas Tree, The 
9!~ 
ECS 1079 
HWG 562 
ox 558 
OD 14207 
GHM 1078 
HMc 2501 
ECS 1051 
ECS 1080 
TP 13997 
APR 1035 
CCB 492 
JF 4128 
JF 5281 
BMC 1685 
B:MC 1686 
GID! 1063 
BMC 1243 
BFW 202 
HV/G 198 
ox 1023 
ox 1138 
HWG 1348 
ox 1504 
Couper Flute Carol, The 
Dickinson ·Come, Marie Elizabeth 
Dunhill Songs of Praise the Angels Sing 
Gretchaninov- See the Infant Softly Sleeping 
Bitgood 
Gruber-Rossini Lo, within a Manger Lies 
Holst 
Johnson 
Reimann-
Dickinson 
Reppex: 
Rome au 
Saar 
Shaw 
sower by 
Voris 
Wiant 
Willan 
Williams 
Yon 
Attwood 
Christmas Song 
Festival Chime, A 
Masters in this Hall 
Carol of the Singing Reeds 
Dearest Jesus, Gentle Mild 
Candle Lights of Christmas 
Three Kings, The 
He Whom Bore 
Shepherds Found Thee By Night, The 
Snow Lay on the Ground, The 
When I View the Mother 
Chinese Christmas Carol 
Two Christmas Carols 
Jesus Ahatonhea & Old French Noel 
On Christmas Night 
Jesus Bambino 
Twas in the Moon of Winter Time 
CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS FOR TWO PART TREBLE :CHOIRS 
Songs of Praise the .~gels Sang 
95 
JF 8586 
HWG 169 
EAC 65 
fliNG 1690 
JF 8097 
GS 8119 
GMC 8 
ECS 8469 
JF 7710 
HWG 48 
CCB 1.362 
OD 13267 
CF 366 
Nov 1365 
HVJG 2238 
HVlG 833 
HWG 1858 
FHM 1641 
S&B 2151 
JF 4655 
GMC 
Nov 27 
Bach-Manney 
Davis 
Dickinson 
Beside Thy Cradle Here I Stand 
As it Fell Upon a Night 
On a Morning Long Ago 
0 Nightingale Awake 
Ibughertq'-DeBrant Carol of Drifting Snow 
Gaul 
Kopp 
Kountz 
Lehman 
Mansfield 
Milford 
Newton 
Rawls 
Reger 
Reimann-
Dickinson 
Rossini 
Speaks 
Yon 
Ancient Moravian Christmas Carol 
Cradle Hymn to the Child Jesus 
Carol of the Sheep Bells 
No Candle Was There and No Fire 
Shepherd 's Rejoice 
Midwinter 
First Christmas Morn, The 
Long, Long Ago 
Virgin's Slumber Song 
Dearest Jesus, Gentle Mild 
Emmanuel 
There 's a Song in the Air 
Jesu Bambino 
They Call Him Jesus 
CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS FOR THREE PART TREBLE CHOIRS 
Bach 0 Jesu so Sweet 
Dickinson-Phelps Jesus, Thou Dear Babe Divine 
Dickinson Inn at Bethlehem, The 
Gavaert-])joldnson Joyous Christmas Song 
Street 
96 
BF'fJ 227 
GMC 139.5 
GS 73.5.5 
HWU 213 
JF 8o62 
GMC 1314 
HW"G 140.5 
GMC 1078 
cc 8026 
APS 173 
ox 161 
HF 86o22 
HVlG 2198 
AMP 94 
HWG 242 
JF 6402 
HF 86ol8 
JF 46.56 
JF 7973 
ECS 1049 
HWG 96 
HWG 176 
HWG 1.53 
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Grauer Now Sing We, Now Rejoice CPH 10 
Joseph Of One That is so Fair and Bright ox 213 
Jungst-Deis Christmas Hymn GS 9890 
Lehmann No Candle was There and No Fire cc 9003 
Praetorius Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming ECS 497 
Vfuile Shepherd's Watched Their Flocks 
Reger Virgin's Slumber Song AMP 91 
Yon They Call Him Jesus JF 7973 
CHRISTMAS ANTHEMS FOR FOUR PART TREBLE CHOIRS 
Bach-Davis 0 Jesus so Sweet ECS 1051 
Cornelius- ·Christmas Song GS 427 
Damrosch 
Geer In Dulci Jubilo ECS 856 
Spieker While by my Sheep (Christmas Hymn) GS 439 
EASTER ANTHEMS FOR Vft~IOUS CHOIR COMBINATIONS 
A.rensky Christ Hath Arisen SSA BMC 1255 
Bach Up, Up my Heart with Gladness SA WMC 1114 
Baker This Joyful Easter Tide SA CCB 1153 
Dickinson In Joseph's Lovely Garden u, SA, SSA HWG 185 
SSAA HWG 137 
Eichorn Song for Easter u HWG 2057 
Fusner Love is Come Again u HWG 2232 
Geer Four Easter Carols from Covfley Carol SSAA ECS 859 
Books 
Goldsworthy 
Grauer 
Gregory-
Bitgood 
Humphries 
Lang 
Niles 
Rawls 
Reimann-
Bitgood 
Roberton 
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Alleluia, Alleluia Junior and Senior Choirs HWG 2063 
An Easter Antiphon " " 11 11 HWG 1737 
Christ the Lord is Risen Today SA JF 7815 
Now Sing We, Now Rejoice SSA CPH 10 
Hosanna Junior and Senior Choirs HWG 1345 
Alleluia SA OD 14711 
Christ the Lord has Risen Today Junior and Nov 1044 
Senior Choirs 
Robin and the Thorn, The U GS 9326 
Eternally Rejoice SA JF 8518 
Joy Dawned Again on Easter Day Junior and HWG 1416 
Senior Choirs 
All in an April Evening SA GS 8837 
SSA GS 9564 
Schubert-Saar Angel's Chorus SSAA CF 5103 
Teschner-Bach All Glory, Laud and Honor SA ECS 1547 
Thompson Spring Bursts Today SA IDVG 1321 
Yon Christ Triumphant SA JF 5380 
l~THER'S DAY ANTHEMS FOR VARIOUS CHOIR COMBINATIONS 
Bach-Holler Now Thank Vfe all Our God SA HWG 1206 
Barnes Mother's Day Hymn JF 8087 
t'WO choirs JF 8461 
Handel Where'er You Walk u ECS 426 
Lovelace carol of the Mother SA HVlG 2241 
Malotte For My Mother SA GS 9485 
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Mueller 0 Blessed Day of Mother Love SA HF 86027 
Norman Prayer for Motherhood Lor 131 
Rutenbeck We Thank Thee, Lord, for Mother Love HF 
Voris Responsive Service for Mother's Day OD 14171 
(May be adapted for children) 
Thompson Mother's Day Prayer SA CFS 4086 
SSA CFS 4085 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
In concluding this _study a brief review of the educational con-
cepts which influenced its undertaking might be of interest along vnth 
suggestions and conclusions and recommendations for the adaption of such 
a program. 
Concepts. Seventh-day Adventists adhere to a three fold plan for 
education; that of the head, the heart and the hand. The pattern for 
such schools follows that of the Schools of the Prophets as established 
by Samuel in Old Testament days and which included as an important fea-
ture in its course of study the subject of sacred music. wbile the use 
of religious rausic has always been considered important as a spiritual 
expression for the child, it has not received the consideration nor ad-
hered to as high a standard as most other subject matter. This is easily 
understood, since the denomination, being little over a century old, has 
no church music traditions. Concepts of sacred music are still in the 
embryo stage. There is, hovrever, a rapidly growing interest in fine re-
ligious music throughout the colleges and academies and this interest 
should be reflected in the elementary schools as well. 
Suggestions and conclusions. With higher educational requirements 
for teachers of these schools, the standards scholastically are constant-
ly advancing. Unfortunately, however, the field of religious music has 
not kept pace with the advances in secular music training. The solution 
to this problem may be found in the following recommendations: 
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{1) That the problem be first considered in the Department of Ed-
ucation, General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, Washington, D. c. 
:and a recognition on the part of denominational leadership as to the im-
portance of sacred music in the curriculum for elementary schools be ac-
lmowledged by the setting up of a definite program of church music educa-
tion which in turn will be passed on to the Union Conference Departments 
of Education who will through the educational superintendents encourage 
its adoption in all the elementary schools in every local conference; 
(2) That the teacher training curriculum of Adventist colleges be 
restudied and revised to provide sufficient training in sacred music for 
intelligent leadership in that area; 
(3) That the course of study for music in elementary schools be 
revamped in order to place the emphasis on sacred music instruction 
rather than the secular approach of the public school; 
(4) That a hymnal for grade school children be compiled which is 
truly a hymnal and not merely a collection of religious songs and that it 
be i.11. harmony with the ideals of church music and hymnology as taught in 
most of the colleges of the denomination; 
(5) That junior choir festivals be promoted within the local con-
ferences by the elementary school superintendents in conjunction with the 
music educators and trained church musicians who will choose materials 
worthy of a place in the educ~tional program of the school. This type of 
activity >vill awaken the church to the potentialities inherent in all 
children "Which for the most part are being left undeveloped in both the 
schools and the churches. This interest will be instrumental in the ar-
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riving of the following important conclusions to the whole program: 
(1) That the junior choir is the most important music activity in 
a. church related school; 
(2) That the music program of such a school ought to be built 
around such an organization; 
(3) That a school need not be large in order to develop such a 
singing group; 
(4) That a. teacher who can successfully teach school music can be 
successful also as a junior choir leader; 
(5) That worthy materials are available in abundance fittingly 
arranged for young singers; 
(6) That even the simplest materials can be effective when sung 
by children who have been trained to do so correctly and beautifully; 
(7) And finally that the emotional life of the child is directed 
into channels of expression which is essential for his .spiritual growth. 
This is but another avenue by which the great goal of Christian education 
may be reached, mainly: 
To restore in man the image of his Maker, to bring him back to the 
perfection in which he was created, to promote the development of 
body, mind, and soul, that the divine purpose in his creation might 
be realized,-this was to be the work o! re'1mption. This is the ob-
ject of ,education, the great object of life. 
~fuite,· £E.• ~., P• 15. 
APPENDIX A 
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF JUNIOR CHOIR DOLLECTIONS 
Bixby, Allene K. & Junior Choir Collection Volume I 
Bliss, Paul 
~IMG 
This collection of 20 original anthems, 10 unison and 10 two-part 
arrangements was published in 1932. Useful for a beginning choir 
but hardly educational in general character. 
Junior ·Choir Collection Volume II V/MC 
This second collection also consists of 20 unison and two-part an-
thems but is not limited to original compositions. The editors have 
made arrangements of numbers by Abt, Bach, Gounod, Mendelssohn, Par-
ker, and Haydn. The second book is definitely better than the first 
and was published in 1934. 
Bixby, Allene K. Junior Choir Collection Volume III WMC 
This collection by Miss Bixby alone contains 12 unison and two-part 
anthems. Half are original and the remainder include some well 
known hymn tunes, a negro spiritual and one number each from the pen 
of Bach and Mozart, the latter not too appropriate. 
Buszin, Walter Motets and Chorales for Treble Choirs HMc 
An inexpensive collection published in 1938 for three and four part 
treble choirs. Maintains a high standard of music throughout and 
is very useful in choirs where the better type music is sung. Not 
difficult but worthy. 
Christiansen, F. Melius Fifty Famous Hymns 
.A.PH 
An excellent collection of four part treble hymns which was pub-
lished first in 1914. The hymns selected are all churchly in qual-
ity even though they are simply harmonized. 
CUrry, W. Lawrence Anthems for the Junior Choir Book I WP 
Book one contains 8 fine hymn tunes with appropriate texts for uni-
son choir. Anthems include numbers by Bitgood, Gounod, Gregor, Haydn, 
Handel, Gaul for unison choir and two-part anthems by Mendelssohn, 
rAuller, Mozart, Nagle, Mueller; Praetorius and Kettring. Included 
also are 21 responses of various kinds. An excellent beginning col-
lection. Published in 1944. 
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Anthems for the Junior Choir Book II WP 
Book two contains 13 anthems and 7 hymn settings besides responsive 
readings and selections for choric speech. Among the composers we 
find the names of Barnes, Bitgood, Curry, Gibbons, Lindstrom, Men-
delssohn, Mueller, Tschaikovskj, Turner, Williams, Winn and Young. 
One 15th century plainsong included and several descants for hymn 
anthems. Published in 1950 and exceedingly practical. 
Anthems for the Junior Choir Book III VVP 
The third book in this series was published in 1954 and consists of 
20 numbers of high quality and of varied interest. Of the better 
known church musicians the na~s of Bach, Handel, Haydn, Schulz, and 
Tallis are included. In the words of the editors all three of the 
books in this series have held to the same objective: "(1) to fur-
nish contemporary arrangements for juniors of some of the most be-
loved classic music in the sacred field; (2) to stimula.te our church 
musicians to more creative efforts for this age choir; and (3) to 
enrich both the church school worship and the adult service in the 
church sanctuary by new antiphonal materials that permit participa-
tion of a speech choir or the minister reading with choral responses." 
All three of these columes set forth a high standard of church music 
and are valuable for junior choir use. 
Davis, Katherine K. The Belfrey Book Rem 
2) simple two part numbers, all of which may be sung in unison. The 
collection L~cludes traditioriai songs and carols, hymns and chorales. 
Of the great musicians ~h~ names of Bach, Handel, ~aydn, and Brahms 
appear as well as lesser 'known composers. Published in 1943. A 
practical collection from the well known composer Katherine K. Davis. 
Her works are always of exceptional merit. 
The Green Hill Junior Choir and Duet Book ECS 
Another fine collection consisting of 35 numbers by such highly re-
spected names as Arcadelt, Arensky, Attwood, Bach, Beethoven, Bort-
niansky, Crotch, Decius, Eccard, Farrant, Ford, Franck, Handel, Kopy-
lov, Mendelssohn, MOzart, Palestrina, Purcell, Rachmaninov, Tchaikov-
sky and Vulpius. A number of carols and chorales are included also. 
All the nurnbers .are arranged for two part choir. One of the very 
best collections for junior choirs. 
The Green Hill Three Part Sacred Music for Women's Voices ECS 
38 anthems for SSA of the same high quality as the Junior Choir and 
Duet Book. The title of the book might not be acceptable for a choir 
which includes boys. Very high quality throughout. Published 1940. 
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Ehret, Walter Rejoice and Sing BI 
A choir book of sacred music for unison or two-part choirs. Consists 
of 18 numbers among which will be found hymns and chorales, numbers 
from oratorios by Gaul, Gounod, Haydn, Handel, Mendelssohn and Stain-
er as well as anthems by Farrant, Godd, Ippolitoff-Ivanoff. A re-
cent collection published in 1952. 
With Voices Raised BI 
Another sacred chorus book by Ehret but this time for three part 
treble choir. Published in 1953 and includes numbers by Bach, Byrd, 
Bizet, Gaul, Gounod, Palestrina, Purcell, Praetorius, Roberts, Saint-
Saens, and a few carols. 
Foote, Sheldon Early Junior Choir Album HF 
This very inexpensive collection published in 1939 is a fine one for 
beginning choirs. It may be used with or without the adult choir. 
The quality of material included is good and the names of Arcadelt, 
Cruger, Farrant, Gaul, Gruber, Handel, Tallis, Wesley and Whelpton 
are included. A good beginning book of defi.nite educational value 
even though very simply arranged. 
G-anschow, Theodore & Songs ~Hymns for the Junior Choir 
Lulu 
V1TMC 
The greatest objection to this collection of 20 songs and hymns for 
t wo and three part choir is to be found in its format. It seems a 
bit confusing in that the second soprano is written in smaller notes 
making their use optional but also making the page less legible. The 
music itself is good, hovrever, as well as educational. Within its 
pages are to be found works by Beethoven, Flemming, Hassler, Isaac, 
Mo zart, Nageli, and Rinck as well as traditional songs and carols and 
a few original numbers by the arranger. 
Geer, E. Harold A Book of 26 'Chorales E:CS 
A miscellany of part songs for women's voices. Three part arrange-
ments of Bach 1 s choral harmonizations. Very fine for treble choirs. 
! Book of 27 Chorales ECS 
Another collection of Bach's choral harmonizations good for a treble 
choir of four parts. 
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Grant, Louise Choral ~ from the Masters for Young Voices BMC 
A good collection of 23 hymns, carols and anthems from the pen of such 
musicians as Bach, Gounod, Handel, Haydn, Humperdinck, Mozart, Mendel-
ssohn, Stainer, Sibelius and others arranged for unison, unison with 
descant and two part chorus. Tuneful and appealing to the children 
while maintaining for the most part a high standard of church music. 
Here Choral Gems ~ the :Masters for Young Voices BMC 
Another good collection by Miss Grant published in 1947. It consists 
of 21 numbers arranged for unison, unison with descant and two part 
choir. The quality is for the most part good including works by Bach, 
Barnby, Dvorak, Franck, Gounod, Handel, Schulz, Saint-saens, Sullivan, 
Schuetky as well as plainsong, folk songs and a few hymns. Avoid 
those with secular associations. 
Harper, Rev. Earl The Junior .Intermediate Anthem Book OD 
This is one of the oldest collections for junior choirs having been 
published in 1924. It is still useful because it contains a nuriber of 
anthems of a definitely educational value. Among the contributors 
are to be found the names of Abt, Ambrose, Bach, Buck, Broome, Clough-
Leighter; Cberne, DuBois, Eichberg, Faure, Gaul, Gounod, Hall, Hosmer, 
Kremwer, Maunder, Protheroe and others. A few folk melodies are also 
included. 
Harts, Harry L. The Harts Junior Church .Choir Year Book EHM 
This first collection by Mr. Harts was published in 1931 and consists 
of 28 anthems arranged by the compiler and includes some excellent 
materials from the pen of Arensky, Arkhangelsky, Attwood, Bach, De-
cius, Faure, Franck, Gaul, Gounod, Gr~ier, Ippolitoff-Ivanoff, Krem-
ser, Mendelssohn, Praetorius, Rachmaninoff, Tchaikovsky and other 
lesser known composers. 
The Birchard Two-Part Choir Book I ~B 
A later work by ~ffr. Harts published in 1937 consisting of 15 two-part 
anthems arranged from the works of Bach, Bortniansky, Gretchaninof£, 
Handel, Haydn, Schvedov, Topliff, Tours, ~erdi, Vincent and lesser 
known composers of merit. 
The Birchard Two-Part Choir Book II CCB 
Another volume of anthems, 15 in all, arranged by Harts from the works 
of Bach, Bortniansky, DuBois, Gounod, Gretchaninoff, Maunder, Mozart, 
Rossini, Tours, Woodworth and others. Published also in 1937. 
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Holler, John Junior Choir Anthem Book I HWG 
John Holler has edited fine books for junior choirs consisting of 
two for unison choir, tvm for SA choirs, and one for the SAB choir. 
Volume I is for SA choir and contains 16 anthems arr~~ged from Bach, 
Goss, Purcell, Gluck, Wesley and lesser composers of good repute. 
It was published in 1935. 
Junior Choir Anthem Book II HVfG 
Volume II is for unison voices and is made up of 14 anthems from the 
works of Bach, Qounod, Handel, Ippolitov-Ivanov, and a few composers 
of the present era. Published in 1936. 
Junior Choir Anthem Book IV INlG 
12 anthems for SA choirs make up volume four. Included are numbers 
by Attwood, Bach, Bennett, Bortniansky, Gaul,. Gounod, Hymperdinck, 
Mozart and Smart as well as· :Clarence Dickinson of the present day. 
Junior Choir .~them Book V 
------ · . 
RWG 
The last of this series published in 1945 includ~ng 14 numbers by 
B~ch, Gaul, Gretchaninoff, Grieg, Handel, 1~ndelssohn and Schubert. 
Holler himself has included some original numbers as well as some 
from lesser known modern composers. 
Krone, Beatrice & Max Great Hymns of Faith NAK 
This collection is a compilation of chorales, hymns and folksongs 
with descants for each. It is most useful for choirs who are be-
ginning two part work. It contains 18 numbers and was published in 
1944. 
Lundquist, Matthew N. The Little Church Choir Book ECS 
A most unusual and exceptional~ fine collection of 30 anthems for 
unison and two part choirs, fifteen of each. Among them we find 
several plainsongs, many chorales and anthems from the pen of some 
of the very best early composers including Luther, Bach, Cruger, 
Franck, Nicolai, Neander, etc. A scholarly collection. Published 
in 1953. 
Lutkin, Peter Christian Aeolian Collection of Anthems Book I HTF 
One of the earlier collections for junior choirs compiled by the 
late Peter Lutkin of Northwestern University. The collection is 
in keeping with the high ideals that Mr. Lutkin held for all choral 
music. The names of Bach, Barnby, Beethoven, Borowski, Brahms, Lut-
kin, Mozart and Tallis are represented. Published in 1932. 
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Malmin, Dorothy & Malmin Songs and Anthems for Treble Voices AFH 
This is another of the early collections having been published in 
1930 for SA and SSA choirs. The fifteen numbers are made up of five 
two part anthems by Handel, Mozart and lesser knoWl1 composers. The 
remaining ten are for three part choirs and include Handel, Rinck, 
Ebeling, Gruber, Christiansen and hymns and folk song melodies. A 
collection worthy of use. 
Songs and Hymns for Treble Voices APH 
Another excellent collection for children's choir. Nineteen a cap-
pella and seventeen anthems with piano accompaniment. All are ar-
ranged in bvo or three part harmony but not difficult. Contains a 
number of chorales and psalm tunes as well as other hymn tunes of 
merit. Maintains the same high standard as set by the other col-
lections of the Malmins. 
Songs of Devotion APH 
The most recent contribution to junior choir literature from the 
capable musicians, the Malmins. This wa.s published in 1950 and is 
arranged for the two-part choir. It contains 22 numbers which are 
good but not difficult. Most of them are plainsongs, hymns, chor-
ales and carols. Very useful ~~th beginning two-part choirs. 
Martin, Florence 
Thiel, Mildred 
White, Margaret Rose 
The Treble Choir H:Mc 
In the words of the compilers this little book published in 1943 
contains ttnon denominational works of the masters, folk melodies, 
carols, chorales and anthems". Inexpensive but practical for two-
part sacred chorus. 
:Moyer, Flora L. Prayer and Praise 
155 hymns for all seasons of the church calendar arranged for SSA 
and SSAA a cappella choirs. This is a complement to the two-part 
edition of Vol. I of the Christian ,Church Year in Chorals for el-
ementary and medium advanced grades. 
Nmeller, Carl F. The Two Part Anthem Book CF 
This collection was published in 1947 and consists of 16 compositions 
for SA choirs. Among the numbers will be found anthems by Bach, 
Franck, Gluck, Handel, Malan, Maker, Pergolesi, Roberts, Schuetz, 
Stainer, and Watson. Also included are hymns, chorales, spirituals, 
folk songs and carols. 
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The :Mueller Choir Anthem Book EHM 
This collection was published in 1932 by the gifted Mueller and his 
wife. Arranged for unison voices with optional alto parts, it in-
cludes numbers by Bach, Bortnianky, Brahms, Gluck, Grieg, Handel, 
Haydn, Mozart and Smart. 11 original anthems by Mueller are included 
with several from lesser known composers. It also includes 12 choral 
responses in unison vmich should be of interest to beginning choirs. 
Pfatteicher, Carl F. The Christian Church Year in Chorals HMc 
A collection of 7'5 chorales in two-part harmony (may be used for uni-
son choirs also) of the "most beautiful treasures of early church 
music"• Published in 1918 by a highly respected church musician. 
Btill one of the very best. 
Rutenbeck, Mabel Nelson The Junior Choir 'Ulurch Year HF 
This rather unusual publication was copyrighted in 1943 and serves a 
rather unique service in providing a collection of materials that are 
usable with junior and .adult choirs in combination. Other suggested 
methods are (1) unison with organ or piano accompaniment, (2) unison 
with organ and adult choir accompaniment, (3) unison melody with or-
gan or piano accompaniment vdth the second part or 'descant played as 
a violin obligato, (4) two part harmony ~~th or without accompani-
ment. Consists of 14 hymn settings and seven responses. 
Schirmer's Two Part Choruses for Junior Choir GS 
A collection of 1) popular two-part anthems compiled under one cover. 
They include works of Andrews, Barnby, Barri, Beethoven, Blair, Dav-
is, Gounod, Hopkins, Kremser, Loeb, Smart, Speaks, Woodward and York. 
Any of these numbers may be purchased separately. Published as a 
collection in 1940. 
Schroeder, John Chorales for Unchanged Voices HMc 
Jm inexpensive collection of some of the best known chorales arranged 
in three and four-part harmony for children's voices. ~ntains 64 
choral settings. Published in 1936. 
Stelzer, Theodore G. Introduction to Note Reading 
and Part Siiig'i!ig 
CPH 
This is number one of the Sacred Songs Series and is spoken of thus 
by the author himself~ "This volume was published to meet a need 
which is quite generally felt by directors of sacred music activities. 
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It is intended as an introduction to note reading and beautiful a cap-
pella singing in choruses for ladies or children." The effectiveness 
of this volume has made it necessary to publish seven editions of this 
text since 1931. Being very inexpensive makes it particularly prac-
tical costing only $.4S. This is certainly a must for choirs who need 
to learn note reading and part singing. 
The second number of the series is based on the same techniques as 
Volume 1 and is made available to lovers of sacred music for un-
changed voices. It was first published in 1932 and is now in its 
eighth revised edition as of Ja~uary 1949. All the materials are 
arranged for three and four part treble choirs. Also inexpensive 
costing only $.6o. The mastery of this second volume will produce 
a junior choir that can read intelligently simple music in three and 
four parts. Every number learned is a permanent addition of beauty 
to the junior choir repertoire. 
Songs of Worship for Treble Choirs CPH 
Number three of the Sacred Songs Series by Stelzer is an introduction 
to the SAB choir 4 We quote his awn introduction to this text. "The 
increasing demand for sacred songs written within the range of child-
ren's interest, within the range of their ability to read and inter-
pret, and yet fascinating to adult interests in reading and listening, 
that is the reason for the appearance of Songs of Worship with its 
introduction to the soprano-alto-baritone choi;r-'7ti . This collection 
recommends that ''The three and four part songs in the treble clef may 
be sung as six or eight part numbers l'lhen men participate in each 
voice and the close harmony used in these· compositions make this pos-
sible and effective. :C~hildren will enjoy this vocal companionship 
of ·the male or mixed choir. --Not withstanding its ease, this pro-
cedure sounds rich and "difficult", provided the intonation and reso-
nation are clear.'' Published in 1951 and sells for $ .60. 
The Church~~ Song for~ SAB \Choir ·CPH 
~ven~ eight hymns and cl1orales simply arranged for Soprano,- Alto,-
Baritone choirs and should be the answer to the problem of the chang-
ing voices of boys at the junior high level. Published in 1941 and 
sells for $.So. 
Warren, Betty Fair Haven Junior Choir and ~et Book E:CS 
This collection is probably one of the most scholarly attempts in the 
junior choir field. Such highly respected names as ·Despres, Tye, 
Byrd, Blow, Purcell, Bach, Handel, Hadyn, I~zart, Beethoven, Berlioz, 
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Brahms, and countless others have been repre-
ill.. 
sented. T~is is not a collection for beginning choirs of the inex-
perienced director. Many of these anthems were made available for 
the first time in this book. One unusual feature of the book is its 
arrangement in chronological order so that a survey of music history 
is represented. Challenging to the choirs and directors who want to 
set a high standard musically. Published in 1949. 
Willan, Healey We Praise 'l'hee CPH 
One of the most recent and unquestionably one of the finest for chil-
dren's choirs. It is fittingly called "A junior choir book for the 
church yearn in that it uses liturgical texts in one, two and three 
part settings. It contains 16 anthems of exalted character and was 
published in 1953. Original settings. 
Williams, David H. Junior Choir Anthems CCB 
Another recent collection published in 1953 containing 18 numbers 
consisting of hymn tunes, chorales, spirituals, carols as well as 
9 original numbers by Williams himself. Appropriate for unison and 
two part choirs. 
Wohlfield, J. 'G. Hymns ~ ~~thems for Treble Choirs HMc 
21 hymns and anthems in three part harmony for children's choirs. 
Another of the inexpensive booklets published by Hall and Mc:Creary. 
Very practical and not difficult. Published in 1937. 
APPENDIX B 
KEY TO MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
AMP Associated Music Publishers, 1 W. 47th St., New York 19, N. y. 
APS Arthur P. :Schmidt 'Go •. , 120 Boylston :St., fuston 12, Mass. 
APH Augsburg Publishing House, 425 S. Fourth St., Minneapolis 15, Minn. 
BF"iV B. F . Wood Music Co., 24 Brookline Ave., Boston 15, Mass. 
BH Boosey & Hav~es, Inc., P. o. Box 418, LYnbrook, N. Y. 
BI Belwin, Inc., Rockville Centre, Long Island, N. Y. 
BMC Boston Music Co., 116 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass. 
CC Chappell & Co., Inc., RKO Building, Rockefeller Genter, New York 20. 
CCB C. C. Birchard Co., 285 rColumbus Ave., Boston 16, Mass. 
CF ·Carl Fischer, Inc., 56 Cooper Square, New York 3, N. Y. 
CFS Clayton F. Sllill.lll;y Co., 235 S . Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, Ill. 
CPR Concordia Publ ishing House, 3558 S. Jefferson Ave., St. Louis 18, Mo. 
Cur Gurwen (see G. Schirmer) 
CVlli Chas. W. Homeyer & Co. Inc., 498 Boylston St., Boston 16, Mass. 
E-CS E. c. Schirmer Music Co., 221 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 
EHM Edwin H. Morris, 35 W. 51st Street, New York 19, New York. 
FHM Frederick Harris !vru~ic (see C. c. Birchard) 
RTF H. To FitzSimons Co., 23 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 10, Ill. 
GMC Galaxy Music Corp., 50 W. 24th St., New York 10, N. Y. 
GHM Gamble Hinged Music tO. (see Music Publishers) 
GS G. S chirmer, Inc., 3 E. 43rd St., New York 17, N. Yo 
HF Harold Flammer, Inc., 251 W. 19th St., New York, N. Y. 
HMc Hall & McCreary, 434 s. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, ill. 
HWG H. W. Gray Co., 159 E. 48th St., New York 17, N.Y. 
JF J. Fischer & Bro., 119 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y. 
Lor Lorenz Publishing Co., 501 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio. 
ll3 
MPH 11usic Publisher's Holding Corp., 619 W. 54th St., New York 19, N. Y. 
fLtU\ Neil A. Kjos Music Co., 223 W. Lake St., Chicago 6, Ill. 
Nov Novello & Co. LTD (see H. W. Gray) 
OD Oliver Ditson (see Theodore Presser) 
ox Oxford Press (see Carl Fischer) 
Rem Remick (see ~rosie Publishers) 
Ric Ricordi and Co. Inc., 132 W. 21st St., New York 11, N. Y. 
TP Theodore Presser Co., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
VIP Westminster Press, Viitherspoon Building, Philadelphia, Pa. 
WMC Yiillis Music Go., 124 E. 4th St., Cincinnati 1, Ohio 
APPENDIX C 
SOME HIGHLY RECOMMENDED Hr~ALS FOR CHILIREN AND YOUTH 
Beacon Song and Service Book, The 
Beacon Press, Boston 
Concord Hylllnal:, The 
E. c. Schirmer, Boston 
Hymnal for Boys and Girls 
D. Appleton-Century Co., New York 
Hymnal for Youth 
Westminster Press, Philadelphia 
IJymns for Junior Worship 
Westminster Press, Philadelphia 
Hymns for Primary Worship 
Westminster Press, Philadelphia 
New Eymnal for American Youth 
D. Appleton-CentuiY Co., New York 
Our Songs of Praise 
Concordia Publishing House, St. Louis 
Oxford B::>ok of carols 
Oxford University Press, New York 
Songs of Praise for Boys and Girls 
Oxford University Press, New York 
APPENDIX D 
VOCAL EXERCISES 
For the follovdng exercises, recognition is due 'LI'ro outstanding 
junior cho:ix directors, namely, Bernard 1tieger and Paul 'VJukasch, the lat-
ter nov{ deceased. These men generously shared their successful devices 
for developing children's choral groups. Both were musicians vrho taught 
in Chicago Lutheran schools and it was the artistic performances of t heir 
junior cho:ixs that gave birth to the study vmich culmina ted in t..11is thesis. 
Both men enthusiastically presented their methods at different church music 
institutes at Northwestern University and it is from this material that 
most of the following is gleaned. 
Inhp.le Hol~ Exhale 
1234 1234 1234 
3. . ~ ~arJ H;Lal E<i.i. 
- 12 12 12 
BREATHING EXERCISES 
and smg 
e Hol~ ' p.le hissing so:t:tJ.y and 
1234 1234 stead~. Increase 
number of counts. 
"to)IJliMI.I Hoia1JM:1e lniill ·~", ,l, 
123 123 123 and "do "• Keep 
mouth slightly 
To teach relayed or staggered breathing , have the group sing on one 
t one sustaining it as long as the director wishes, thus causing t."lem to 
take breaths vrithout affecting the continuity of tone. There must be no 
obvious breath taki__ng. 
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EXERCISES TO DEVELOP ATTENTION 
1. Go up and dovm the diatonic scale beginning 'With any syllable but 
· always stopping on the starting tone. Do this lightly and very 
rapidly. 
2. Sing the scale up and dovm. Then have the children sing isolated 
syllables. 
3. Sing the scales both up and dovm singing some syllables and hum-
ming on others. Vary the syllables both up and dol'm. and use dif-
ferent ones each time. 
PREPAl1ATION FOR POLYF.tiONIC WORK 
The following simple round Yiith sacred words is useful in prepar-
SACRED ROUND 
(1) .. ' (2) (3) 
1¥1. r-l 1 · t r . r I i 1 r J I J J J l I ~ II 
· ·--
The many exercises included in the next fevr pages are invaluable 
from several standpoints. First they require from the children a maximum 
degree of paying attention, developing alertness and minding their ovm 
business. Each one will contribute to the building up of · abilities to 
adventure into harmonic and Polyphonic singing. They should be used often 
and sung quickly and lightly. Children at this age are challenged by such 
st:i.mula ting drills. The director should use such devices freely. These 
are merely suggestive of countless variations that rray be created with a 
small amount of effort. 
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DRTIJ.S FOR TONALITY 
1. Yiith the Stellhorn Chart as described in t.~e section on note read-
ing, point out the different syllables to establish the tonic 
chord. (do, mi, sol, do) 
2. Drill on the remaining :intervals of the scale :in the same way. 
3. Have them th:ink a definite tone and then sing it. 
4. Have some of the class sing one tone on do, mi or sol while the 
others s:ing isolated tones. Combine any tones :in this way, al-
ways s:inging one against another. 
5. Divide the choir in three parts and have each part sing a separ-
ate syllable independently of the other parts. 
6. Have them sing in chords going up the scale by half tones :in 
three part harmony. 
7. Have them go up the entire diatonic scale in triads, one part 
changing at a time. 
8. Triad drills, changing on signal from tonic, to dominant, to 
sub-dominant, to tonic, over and over, are very helpful. 
9. Have them sing a chord in four parts and change from major to 
minor, diminished, augmented, ad infinitum. 
Otr..er suggestions in overcoming problems of tonality are as follovrs: 
1. Sing sustained tones, raising and lowering by half-steps. 
2. An exercise to overcome the trouble makers, mi, la, and ti of the 
scale is the singing of the various scales eiiiPhaSiz:ing a.iii' extend-
ing the ~' la, and ti. 
3. The third of the scale, m.i, is al1vays hard to sing in tune, be-
cause the piano and organ are sharp on that interval. Sing the 
following sequence: 
Do, re, mi, fa, mi; let mi become ~he new do. 
Repeat do, re, mi, fa, m'i;" let mi, again becore the new do. 
S:ing dmm from high do, sol, mi;-do. 
Practice this until the original do and the ending do have 
identical pitch. --
4. Sing the chromatic scale alvvays checking the pitch. 
1. 
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TUI·mm UP AND 'IDNE BLENDING EXERCisES 
The Tetrachord: Sing in succession each of the four tones: 
do, mi, sol, do· ,
do, may, sol, dO· ,
do.; me, sol, do· ,
do, me, si, do· 
' do, me, sol, do. 
These successions may be either sung rti. th the syllables, or with 
soJre one syllable, such as loo. 
2. ! Single Sustained Tone, held for as ·long as the director wishes 
on loo. This force'S'tE"e singers to breathe, and to oome in ·with-
out Iriaking a bump. They learn to fuse in evenly this way. 
3. The Scales: These may be snng dovm and up, lightly and easily in 
unison, m thirds, in four parts. Let the first sopranos start 
with do, re, me; on ne, have the second sopranos start their scale, 
etc. ~is--exe-rcise provides never-ending variations, and requires 
concentration and attention. 
4. Blend triads iti. th the following change of syllables: 
ba be bi bo bu 
la. le li lo lu 
ma me mi mo mu 
Any consonants may be used to provide opportunity for good vocal 
ensemble. 
These exercises should be used often and are especially valuable .in 
tnning up just before a concert. 
TThlE DRIIJ.. CHART 
An effective chart f or drilling the children in the nnderstanding 
of the dements of tire is included. It was prepared by the late Paul M. 
~iukasch and has proved to be of great value in helping them to understand 
and put into practice the common time problems found in all choral music. 
Individual charts should be prepared and used for drill by each cl1.ild. 
12'( 
TDlE DRILL CHART 
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APPENDIX E 
MISCELLANEOUS HELPS 
RECORDINGS OF CHIID11.EN'S VOICES 
The followmg recordings are excellent examples of boy's solo 
voices alone or children's voices predominatjng. 
EG 6249 
EG 6622 
ID 6786 
B 9608 
B 10016 
Pathe PA 1607 
Lol 9909 
These may be secured from the Gramaphone Shop, 3 East 48th Street, 
New York, N. Y. On the Classic label the following long play recordings 
of the All Samt•s Choir of Worcester, Mass •. , Dr. Sell', director are 
available: 
Five Centuries of Choral 1rusic 
Masterpieces .from Russian Liturgy 
12" Classic 1023 
12" Classic 1022 
SPECIAL FROGRA1'11 MATERIALS 
Clokey and Kirk The Childe Jesus c. c. Birchard 
A short but effective Christmas Cantata useful for children. 
Ham There '\'fas One Who Gave a Lamb J. Fischer 
A nativity play composed of traditional carols. 
Page and Converse The Holy N:igh t G. ScM.rmer 
A :Masque comprised of old .French Christmas Song. 
Warner and Barnby The Nativity E. c. Schirmer 
Founded on old French Songs .from the well lmown Concord Series. 
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The following sacred canon was brought to Toronto from Cornwall 
over 100 years ago. This is effective on Children's festival programs. 
Sing through once in unison. 
Sing through tvrice as a four part round, making omissions the last 
time so that all parts will end together& 
l@b 
1$· 
u 
I 
\,.1/ 
Part (1) sings the round through; 
Part (2) omits A; Part (3) omits A and B; 
Part (4) omits A, B and c. 
The ' Lord is my 
. . ·. 
Shep-herd, my Guard-ian, my G~e-; 
1 I r !' pI I 
er I need, He vrill sure-ly pro- viae; 
I'' ; t I / ,.. . . 
__,._ -~ 
Ev-er since I 1-vas born, It is He that hath crowned 
, ;I I J 
"" + 
I I c;i I J 
,e 
· The life that He 
!""' 
gave me vrith bless-ings all round, 
' / ·v 
A B 
"" 
/ 
/ 
~ 
[ 
7'- . 
life that1 He gave me with bless-ings l~th bless-ing~ .'~ \ 
, 
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CHORISTERS GUILD 
The Chorister's Guild is "an association of children's choir 
directors and ministers-national and inter-denominational. in scope.n 
It was fo1.mded in 1949 by Mrs. Ruth Krehbiel Jacobs to promote 
Higher Standards of Achievement 
Closer Cooperation between Choir and Church School 
Opportunity for the Exchange of Ideas and Methods 
Local Cooperation tl1rough Seminars and Festivals 
Summer Schools for Fellowship and Intensive Training 
For a membership fee of ~~2.00 a year, the Chorister's Guild will 
send monthly letters from September to June with information on 
New :k~ic Materials 
New Ideas and CUrrent Happenings 
Choir Organization 
Child Guidance 
Vocal Training 
Educational and Recreational Projects 
Membership may be secured by writing to 
The Chorister's Guild 
204 North Second Street 
Memphis 3, Tennessee 
Ruth l(rehbiel Jacobs 
Executive Director 
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Church Music Education through the Junior Cho:ir is a thesis vlhich 
should be of value to junior choir directors in general and to choir 
teachers in the parochial school in particular. Music instruction in the 
parochial school varies in accord "'vith the church music concepts of the 
particular denomination under vlhich the school operates. As is to be ex-
pected, education in sacred music is most often the concern of the liturg-
ical churches and materials are most limited which are practical for the 
parochial schools of an evangelical denomination. Because of this the 
music program in these religious day schools is inclined toward the secu-
lar in emphasis and the problem calls for the making available to its 
teachers an organized body of materials and 1ll:lthods useful in developing 
children's choirs as the medium for sacred music instruction. 
It is evident that those churches which carry on a program of 
Christian education through the parochial school system possess an unus-
ual opportunit,y for developing in children this appreciation for the best 
in church nrusic. It is likewise evident that this potentiality is too 
often neglected in most of these schools. The school nrusic program has 
more often been built around public school music concepts and therefore 
is not completely satisfactory for the church related elementary school. 
This thesis attempts to bring together the best methods of many outstand-
ing junior choir directors from both the churdl and the school. The 
methods recol!mlended are known to bring results and any teacher qualified 
to handle classroom music could also qualif.r for junior choir leadership 
by following these helpful suggestions. 
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The thesis proper is concerned with the methods by i't'hich an effec-
tive choral organization of children's voices may be developed. It then 
turns to the task of presenting in an organized way the materials avail-
able for such a program. 
The physiological aspects of handling children's voices through 
the elementary grades are presented. These include stabilizing the sing-
ing voices of primary children, capitalizing on the abilities of the in-
termediate grade children, which group supplies the greatest potentiality 
for effective junior choir sing:ing, and handl:ing the changing voices of 
upper grade children, a phenomenon which is sure to upset the junior 
choir organization in any situation. 
The chapter deal:ing with the development of effective choral sing-
ing includes many pertinent suggestions for building a choral ensemble. 
It is concerned with the blending of voices through the merging of indi-
vidual qualities into a satisfactory choral tone. Suggestions as to des:iJ:I. 
able mental attitudes and drills for the improving of such are also of-
. fered. 
The problems involved in the nastering of the musical score are 
reviewed briefly including the subject of note reading which is based on 
the use of sacred materials rather than the secular approach utilized in 
most school music programs. 
Suggestions as to singing in two, three and four parts are made 
and effective devices for song interpretation are included. Throughout 
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the chapters devoted to vocal and choral problems the accepted nethods of 
lead:ing school music educators are reconnnended but the application of 
these nethods is through sacred music whenever possible • 
.An attempt has also been made to use only those materials which 
have proved successful by choir directors who are educationally minded in 
their work with children. Considerable emphasis has been placed on repre-
sentative materials and much discussion is given to the various forms of 
sacred music available for such a program. This is of particular impor-
tance in an evangelical church music situation, since such a church is too 
often limited in its church music concepts. 
Granted that the potential jtm.ior choir director has thoroughly 
digested and grasped the principles of training advocated throughout the 
discussion on method, she still faces the problem of applying these sound 
choral procedures to desirable sacred music materials. It is in this re-
spect that many parochial school teachers feel inadequately prepared. In 
view of this, a large portion of the thesis deals with the many forms of 
sacred music and the source of such materials. 
The importance of the hymnal as a textbook is first considered by 
the classifying of tunes and the citing of representative examples. Inclu-
ded are plainsongs, chorales, psalm tunes, and the hymn tunes of England 
a.md America, all of which deserve a place in the junior choir program. A 
suggestive list of hymn texts appropriate for child singers is given as 
well as suggestions for the use of America's religious folk music. 
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Forms of choir music are surveyed and amply illustrated. Appropri-
ate anthems, and sources from vmich they may be drawn, are pointed out. 
An attempt is also made to acquaint the choir teacher vd th those musical 
forms Vlhich should not be neglected such as the mass and motet, the Rus-
sian liturgical anthem, the sacred art song and an introduction to sacred 
oratorio. 
Some suggestions on combining children and adults are offered as 
a result of practical and successful application. Throughout the entire 
thesis the aim is to provide some sacred nrusic experience for every child 
enrolled in a parochial school and though this objective calls for non-
selectivity as to its participating members, the results are sure to be 
satisfying if the methods ~~d materials advocated are conscientiously 
followed. 
The final concern of the thesis is a listing of individual anthems 
and colle.ctions which are practical, artistic and worthy of a place in any 
program of sacred nrusic education for children. Included are anthems for 
. general use and for special occasions such as Christmas, Easter and Moth-
er's Day. The choir director will find many suggestions for one, two, 
three and four part treble choirs. Only anthems which have been effective 
vdth junior choirs have been included. The director will find ample sug-
gestions for the beginning choir as weJ~ as many settings lvhich ·will chal-
lenge the children and director as well. 
The set of appendices is important. Included i s a bibliography of 
junior choir collections in annotated form which will be of great help to 
:be 
>any one contemplating the purchase of a collection for choir use, a list 
of children's hymnals and some very practical vocaJ.ises on tone blend:i.ng, 
tuning up, polyphonic . tra:iri.:i.ng, etc. 
It is to be hoped that this effort ui.ll be instrumental :i.n inspir-
ing many potential junior choir directors to join the ranks of the devoted 
men and women 1'1ho visualize the junior choir program as an :iln:portant phase 
of the field of church music education in general. 
